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Abstract

Chronic, non-healing wounds are a major complication of diabetes and are characterized by chronic inflammation and excessive protease activity. While once thought to function primarily as a pro-apoptotic serine protease, granzyme B (GzmB) can also accumulate in the extracellular matrix during chronic inflammation and cleave extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins that are essential for proper wound healing, including fibronectin. We hypothesized that GzmB contributes to the pathogenesis of impaired diabetic wound healing through excessive degradation of the ECM.

In the first part of the thesis, we demonstrated that the majority of GzmB was secreted by mast cells and localized in the wound edges and granulation tissues of completely reepithelialized diabetic mouse wounds at higher levels. Subsequently, we observed that GzmB induced detachment of mouse embryonic fibroblasts and also showed that co-incubation with a mouse serine protease inhibitor, serpina3n (SA3N), abrogated this effect. Finally, we administered SA3N to diabetic mouse wounds and found that wound closure including both reepithelialization and contraction were significantly increased in wounds treated with SA3N. Histological and immunohistochemical analyses of the SA3N-treated wounds revealed a more mature, proliferative granulation tissue phenotype as indicated by increased cells with proliferative activity, vascularization, contractile myofibroblasts, as well as collagen deposition in remodeling tissues. Skin homogenates from SA3N-treated wounds also exhibited greater levels of full-length intact fibronectin when compared to control wounds.

In summary, our findings suggested that GzmB contributes to the pathogenesis of diabetic wound healing through the proteolytic cleavage of fibronectin that are essential for normal wound closure, and that inhibition of GzmB can promote granulation tissue maturation.
and collagen deposition. These results offer preliminary evidence that a GzmB inhibitor may be a relevant therapeutic target in wound management therapy.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Skin

The skin is the largest organ of the human body and is composed of three layers – the epidermis, dermis and hypodermis (1). The primary function of the skin is to act as a physical protective barrier to a hostile external environment. However, additional functions include regulating body temperature, synthesizing vitamin D and relaying sensory information. Therefore, any injury to the skin should be repaired.

1.1.1 Anatomy of the skin

The epidermis is the outermost layer of the skin and contains mostly keratinocytes with a scattering of Langerhans cells, melanocytes and Merkel cells in between (1). The epidermis can be described as being a multi-layer of keratinocytes. Specifically, the deepest layer of the epidermis or otherwise known as the stratum basale, contains basal keratinocytes, which are highly proliferative stem cells of the epidermis (1). As these stem cells divide, their daughter cells are pushed upward, enabling maturing keratinocytes to make up the middle layers of the epidermis including the stratum spinosum, stratum granulosum and stratum lucidum. As the keratinocytes migrate through the epidermal layers, they start to lose, structurally, their nuclei and organelles, and functionally, their proliferative potential (1). Finally, dead keratinocytes end up forming the most superficial layer, the stratum corneum, where they are eventually shed off (1).

The basement membrane divides the epidermis and dermis making up the so called dermal-epidermal junction. In particular, it tightly anchors the epidermis to the dermis below through type IV collagen, various glycoproteins and proteoglycans (PGs) such as laminin, fibronectin (FN), perlecan, and cell adhesion protein complexes (2). The dermis lies below the
epidermis and consists of connective tissues. It is largely supported by three main cell types, namely fibroblasts, macrophages and adipocytes, and various extracellular matrix (ECM) components including collagen, fibrous proteins and PGs (1). In addition, the dermis also contains accessory structures such as hair follicles, sebaceous and sweat glands, blood and lymphatic vessels and sensory nerves (1). The primary function of the dermis is to provide nourishment and support for the epidermis. Although the division is only subtle, the hypodermis is the subcutaneous layer of adipose tissues underneath the dermis, and mainly serves as an energy reservoir and body temperature regulator.

There are some differences between human and mouse skin and these are illustrated in Figure 1. As mice are considered to be loosely-skinned animals, they have an additional layer of striated muscles below the hypodermis known as the panniculus carnosus (PC) (3). This layer enables loosely-skinned animals to move their skin independent of attached muscle layers deeper below. In addition, in contrast to human skin, mouse skin does not have an obvious feature known as rete ridges (3). These rete ridges are epidermal invaginations arising from the stratum basale that extend deep into the dermis to increase the overall surface area of the dermal-epidermal junction.
**Figure 1 Anatomy of human and mouse skin.** (A) Cross section of human abdomen stained with hematoxylin and eosin showing the three layers of skin: epidermis [E], dermis [D] and hypodermis [H]. The epidermis is largely made up of multi-layers of keratinocytes. The dermis is made up of mainly collagen supported by cell types including fibroblasts and macrophages. The dermis also contains accessory structures including sebaceous glands [SG] and hair follicles [HF] not shown here, but in the mouse skin. The hypodermis is the subcutaneous layer of adipose tissues. The human skin has obvious rete ridges [RR] that increase the surface area of the dermal-epidermal junction. (B) Cross section of mouse skin stained with hematoxylin and eosin showing again the three layers of skin: epidermis [E], dermis [D] with accessory structures and the hypodermis [H]. In addition to the three basic layers, mouse skin has an additional striated muscle layer known as the panniculus carnosus [PC] below the hypodermis. In addition, mouse skin has no obvious rete ridges. [*Scale bars = 200 μm*]

Note: The stained human skin section was obtained with permission from the David F. Hardwick Pathology Learning Centre ‘The Virtual Collections.’
1.1.2 Extracellular matrix of the skin

Although the ECM was once believed to be a rather metabolically inert, non-cellular and purely structural part of skin tissue, this perception has been overturned (4). Instead, the ECM is now considered to be a metabolically active and dynamic component that is integral for proper tissue function (4). Specifically, the ECM of the skin not only provides the structural organizational framework for proper stability and elasticity, but also acts as a scaffold medium for cellular counterparts to perform their functions properly and effectively.

The ECM of the skin is largely composed of two classes of macromolecules, namely the fibrous proteins including collagen, elastic fiber, and cellular FN, and PGs including three main families of small leucine-rich PGs, modular PGs and cell-surface PGs (4,5).

The main fibrous protein in the skin is collagen, which is largely synthesized by surrounding fibroblasts. Although there are six main types of collagen, the major fiber-forming collagens of the skin are types I and III collagen (4). In addition to providing tensile strength, types I and III collagen also regulate cell adhesion, support cell migration and direct tissue remodeling (5). The collagen fibrils interact with elastin fibers to determine the extent of skin elasticity (4,5). The integrity of elastin fibers is supported by elastin, and covered with an acidic, cysteine-rich glycoprotein microfibrillar complex made up of fibrillins (6). Finally, cellular FN is a multi-functional glycoprotein that facilitates cell-matrix interactions, thus regulating cell attachment, differentiation, migration and signaling (5). FN can bind to many ECM components and cell-surface receptors such as collagen, fibrin, soluble heparin and integrin receptors (7).

The PGs are made from glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains covalently linked to a protein core backbone (8). Specifically, the GAG chains are unbranched polysaccharide units with repeating disaccharide units that can be sulfated (8). The sulfated GAGs include chondroitin
sulfate, heparan sulfate and keratan sulfate, whereas the non-sulfated GAGs include hyaluronic acid (8). The GAGs are extremely hydrophilic, thus can absorb water to provide proper hydration and enable the skin to withstand high compressive forces (5). The small-leucine rich PGs such as decorin, biglycan and betaglycan are mostly involved in cell signaling pathways through binding to growth factor receptors (9,10). The modular PGs, such as serglycin, modulate cell adhesion, migration and proliferation (11). The cell-surface PGs, such as syndecan, mainly act as co-receptors and have also been shown to facilitate cell adhesion, migration and proliferation (12).

The ECM also acts as a storage reservoir for various cytokines and growth factors, including interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β), epidermal growth factor (EGF) and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) (13-15). The local cytokines and growth factors can be released and activated when the ECM is altered by proteases and much research has focused on the large family of metalloendopeptidases known as the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) (13-15). There are 23 human MMPs that have been identified and these are divided into collagenases, gelatinases, stromelysins, matrilysins and membrane-type MMPs based on structural similarity and functional specificity (13,16). As MMPs are considered to be the major mediator of the ECM, their activities are strictly regulated. The tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) and plasma protease inhibitors, such as α1-antitrypsin and α2-macroglobulin, are all capable of inhibiting MMPs, thus ensuring that there is a perfect dynamic reciprocity between the cell, ECM and everything in between for tissue homeostasis (16,17).

1.2 Cutaneous wound healing

When adult skin sustains an injury, any physical and functional damages are repaired through a process known as cutaneous wound healing. This process is complex and dynamic, and
involves four overlapping sequential phases: hemostasis, inflammation, granulation tissue formation and tissue remodeling. However, due to the formation of scars as an end result, cutaneous wound healing does not fully restore the adult skin’s original structure and function. In contrast, fetal skin regenerates itself when injured, rather than repairing itself as adult skin does (18). Since regeneration does not leave scars, it restores the normal structure and function of fetal skin back to its original state (18).

### 1.2.1 Physiology of acute wound healing

As soon as the skin is wounded and blood vessels are damaged, platelets begin to aggregate and the intrinsic coagulation cascade is activated to restore hemostasis. A fibrin plug predominantly consisting of polymerized fibrinogen and plasma FN is formed for immediate wound coverage to temporarily halt blood loss, trap foreign pathogens and provide structural support for invading cells (19). During this phase of hemostasis, platelets release pro-inflammatory growth factors, such as EGF, platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and transforming growth factor alpha (TGF-α), that all act as chemoattractants to recruit inflammatory cells (20,21).

In the inflammatory phase, neutrophils and macrophages sequentially infiltrate the wound site by chemotaxis, transmigration and diapedesis (22). Neutrophils are mainly involved in wound debridement through phagocytosing foreign particles, debris and damaged ECM components. In addition to general wound debridement of foreign particles, debris, damaged ECM components and neutrophils, macrophages also secrete various cytokines and growth factors, such as IL-1, TGF-β and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), to promote fibroplasias, angiogenesis and ECM deposition for granulation tissue formation (23).
As the inflammatory response dampens, the fibrin plug is eventually replaced with provisional matrix that forms the majority of the granulation tissue. The composition of granulation tissue includes cells such as fibroblasts, macrophages, endothelial cells and neovessels, as well as a structural provisional matrix made of collagen, glycoproteins and PGs. In particular, macrophages and granules of mast cells provide signals, including PDGF, TGF-β and VEGF, required for fibroblasts to proliferate and deposit type III collagen and ECM proteins including FN, and for endothelial cells to stimulate angiogenesis (23,24). Specifically, fibroblasts are the most common cell type in the granulation tissue and are derived from mesenchymal stem cells (5,25). These mesenchymal cells can be from bone marrows or epithelial cells when they dedifferentiate during epithelial-mesenchymal transition (25). The shape of the secreting, non-contractile fibroblasts is spindle-like as the cells are actively producing collagen, ECM proteins and PGs (25).

The formation of granulation tissue promotes wound closure through reepithelialization and contraction. Specifically, during reepithelialization, basal keratinocytes from either side of the wound edges begin to migrate and proliferate across the granulation tissue until the epithelial layer of the wounded skin is restored. The reepithelialization process is coordinated by various growth factors and chemokines, such as IGF-1, EGF and adiponectin, during which IGF-1 facilitates spreading, EGF induces contraction and adiponectin induces proliferation and migration of keratinocytes (26,27). As the granulation tissue matures, the secreting, non-contractile fibroblasts differentiate into contractile myofibroblasts, which then attach themselves to the wound edges to enable the pulling and contracting of the wound. The contraction process is coordinated mainly by TGF-β, and the differentiation of fibroblasts to contractile myofibroblasts
features more organized fibers that have higher expression levels of \( \alpha \)-smooth muscle actin (\( \alpha \)-SMA) (28).

During the final phase of tissue remodeling, also mediated by TGF-\( \beta \) signaling, the thinner type III collagen bundles in the granulation tissue that were previously deposited by fibroblasts are eventually replaced by thicker type I collagen bundles to restore the tensile strength of the skin (29,30). Eventually, once the collagen has been deposited, the myofibroblasts undergo apoptosis for resolution (31). However, it is worthwhile to note that although cutaneous wound healing can repair skin damage, it cannot restore full tensile strength to the skin and the scarred tissues have been shown to have, at most, upward 80% of original tensile strength (32).

In order for wounds to heal timely and properly, there must be a fine balance of interaction between various cell types, cytokines, growth factors and ECM components at every stage of cutaneous wound healing. Usually, wounds heal without issues - such a wound is described to be an acute wound. However, in some individuals with underlying clinical pathological conditions such as diabetes mellitus, venous insufficiency, pressure necrosis and vasculitis, the normal continuum of wound healing is disrupted and wounds enter a chronic non-healing state (33). This is particularly detrimental as chronic wounds can affect the ability of the skin to perform its many primary functions.
Figure 2 The four phases of acute wound healing. (A) During hemostasis, a fibrin plug made of polymerized fibrinogen and plasma fibronectin is formed to temporarily halt blood loss, trap foreign particles and provide structural support for invading cells. (B) During inflammation, neutrophils and macrophages sequentially infiltrate the wound site. They respectively phagocytose foreign particles, debris and damaged extracellular matrix components, and secrete various cytokines and growth factors to promote formation of granulation tissue. (C) During granulation tissue formation, macrophages and mast cells provide signals required for collagen synthesis, angiogenesis and provisional matrix deposition by fibroblasts, myofibroblasts and endothelial cells, which enable wound closure through reepithelialization and contraction. (D) During tissue remodeling, type III collagen is replaced by type I collagen. The interaction with decorin and fibronectin allow for restoration of tensile strength.

Note: The figure was obtained and reproduced with permission from “Granzyme B in injury, inflammation and repair” by Hiebert PR and Granville DJ (Trends Mol Med. 2012 Dec;18(12):732-41).
1.2.1.1 Role of fibronectin in acute wound healing

FN is a multi-domain glycoprotein that is made up of twelve type I, two type II and fifteen to seventeen type III repeats depending on alternative splicing (7,34). Together, these repeats make up the functional domains of the glycoprotein including the 70 kDa N-terminal domain, the 120 kDa central binding domain and the C-terminal heparin-binding domain (34). There are two forms of FN, namely the plasma and cellular FN. Plasma FN differs structurally in that it has only fifteen type III repeats as opposed to cellular FN which has seventeen (7,34). The two additional domains that plasma FN lacks are the extra-domain-A (ED-A) and ED-B (7,34).

Plasma FN is synthesized and secreted by hepatocytes into the plasma as a soluble protein (7). Plasma FN is one of the main components of the fibrin plug that is initially recruited and formed as part of the temporary scaffolding medium during the early hemostasis stage in wound healing (19). Specifically, plasma FN cross-links with fibrins either covalently through glutamine residues in the N-terminus of plasma FN interacting with the alpha chains of fibrin, or non-covalently through binding to type I repeats (34). The presence of plasma FN in the fibrin plug is also essential for platelet adhesion, spreading and aggregation (35).

Cellular FN is synthesized largely by fibroblasts, but also by endothelial cells, during the granulation tissue formation phase. The N-terminal region of cellular FN has been shown to bind types I and III collagen, fibrin, fibrillin-1 and 2, fibulin, laminin and tenascin-C, thus regulating and maintaining the functionalities of these ECM components (7,34). In addition, cellular FN is also capable of sequestering growth factors and related binding proteins in the ECM (7,34). This includes VEGF and TGF-β binding proteins which largely bind to the C-terminal region of cellular FN and regulate downstream cell-signaling pathways (7,34). The central binding domain of cellular FN contains a sequence of Arginine-Glycine-Aspartic Acid (RGD) that is denoted as
the RGD domain. The RGD site binds to integrins such as α5β1 and αvβ3 integrins, and facilitates cell-matrix interactions including cellular adhesion (7,34). The two additional domains, ED-A and ED-B, are vital for neovascularization and capillary sprouting as binding to endothelial cells promotes cellular migration and proliferation (7,34). The differentiation of fibroblasts to myofibroblasts is largely dependent on three cues, namely TGFβ-1, the ED-A domain of cellular FN and mechanical tension, and as a result, cellular FN is also involved in wound contraction and tissue remodeling (36).

1.2.2 Pathophysiology of chronic wound healing

Although the clinical etiologies leading to the development of chronic wounds may be wide-ranging, all chronic wounds feature increased proteolytic activity and chronic inflammation. As the ECM is integral for proper wound healing, degradation of ECM components by proteases inevitably creates a physiologically imbalanced local environment that disrupts the functionalities of cellular and non-cellular components; in such an environment, chronic wounds can persist.

There have been various studies showing elevated levels and increased proteolytic activity of proteases in chronic wounds. In particular, increased activity of collagenases (MMP-1 and MMP-8), gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) and serine proteases (plasmin, neutrophil elastase and cathepsin G) have been reported in human chronic wound fluid samples (37-44). Conversely, protease inhibitors, such as TIMP-1, α1-antitrypsin and α2-macroglobulin are degraded and non-functional in human chronic wound fluid samples (40,41,44,45). As many ECM components can be cleaved, abnormal levels of proteases are capable of disrupting the overall ECM integrity. In addition, since the ECM is a reservoir for pro-inflammatory cytokines, elevated proteolytic activity can subsequently lead to the release of sequestered cytokines such as IL-1β and TGF-β,
both of which have been reported to be elevated in human chronic wound fluid samples (46-48). The chronic inflammatory state adopted by chronic wounds can also be attributed to reduced levels and functionalities of neutrophils and macrophages (22). Specifically, neutrophils in chronic wounds release more reactive oxygen species, such as superoxide anion, hydroxyl radicals, singlet oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, which renders the wound environment extremely oxidative (49,50). Macrophages in chronic wounds are no longer actively secreting growth factors and cytokines involved in inflammation resolution (22).

Altogether, persistent inflammation and elevated proteolytic activity disrupt the physiological harmony between cells and the ECM. As such, fibroblasts, keratinocytes and endothelial cells are unable to function properly. Specifically, fibroblasts isolated from diabetic mice exhibited decreased cellular migration and VEGF production, whereas fibroblasts isolated from human chronic wound samples displayed reduced mitogenic and proliferative responses, which indicated that many of these cells are in a senescent state (51-55). Interestingly, keratinocytes from human chronic wound skin biopsies did not show reduced proliferation; instead, delayed reepithelialization may be due to impaired differentiation and migration of keratinocytes (56-59). Since cells are not able to properly attach, proliferate and migrate in the hostile wound microenvironment, wounds stay open and become chronic wounds.

Besides delayed healing, excessive healing can also occur when the skin fails to respond to signals indicating the resolution of cutaneous wound healing. This usually is the result of the inability of myofibroblasts to undergo apoptosis during the final tissue remodeling phase (29,30,60). Since myofibroblasts are involved in collagen deposition, their persistence in the wound environment can result in excessive collagen production and contraction, thus leading to fibrosis. In the skin, excessive collagen growth can lead to the development of keloid or systemic
scleroderma (25,60). Specifically, one of the cellular abnormalities that contribute to keloid formation is the altered response of fibroblasts to apoptotic signals due to overexpression of growth factor receptors, including IGF-1 growth receptors (61). In addition, fibroblasts and myofibroblasts cultured from patients with systemic scleroderma exhibited a phenotype that is more resistant to anti-Fas-induced apoptosis (62).
Figure 3 Features of chronic wound healing: (A) hemostasis imbalance due to the cleavage of factors involved in the clotting cascade, (B) chronic inflammation due to the infiltration of impaired immune cells and the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines, (C) disruption of granulation tissue formation due to the degradation of extracellular matrix proteins and an increase in the number of senescent fibroblasts and (D) improper tissue remodeling due to degradation of decorin and fibronectin which leads to the formation of unorganized collagen fibers and scarred tissues.

Note: The figure was obtained and reproduced with permission from “Granzyme B in injury, inflammation and repair” by Hiebert PR and Granville DJ (Trends Mol Med. 2012 Dec;18(12):732-41).
1.3 Diabetic skin ulcers

Diabetes mellitus is a group of metabolic diseases characterized by hyperglycemia. This results from either the body’s inability to produce insulin as in type I diabetes, or failure to respond to insulin as in type II diabetes. There are many major complications associated with diabetes, including cardiovascular diseases, renal failure, retinopathy and skin ulcers. In particular, diabetic skin ulcers are non-healing chronic wounds and have been noted to be a significant public health burden in many countries (63). It is estimated that up to a quarter of diabetic patients will develop these ulcers in their lifetime (64). As a result of their lesions, nearly a fifth of these diabetic patients will require non-traumatic lower limb amputations (64). To put the problem into context, it is believed that a lower limb is lost to diabetes every thirty seconds (65).

The main causes of diabetic skin ulcers are neuropathy, ischemia or a combination of both. People with diabetes usually suffer from a loss of motor, sensory and autonomic nerve fibers, and the nerve deficits cause most patients to overlook initial symptoms during the development of the ulceration (66). As such, repeating trauma and wrong pressure loading to the foot can exacerbate the problem. Furthermore, as diabetes is both a microvascular and macrovascular disease, nutrient and oxygen sources to the already ulcerated wound site are diminished and capacity of the skin to self-restore is compromised.

1.3.1 Treatments

Numerous treatment options for the management of diabetic ulcers have been explored, and they can be divided into several categories including bioengineered skin substitutes, growth factors enhancement, pressure offloading and hyperbaric oxygen therapy (67-73). The use of skin
substitutes and growth factors allow for the addition of cells and growth factors, which are largely impaired in chronic wounds. The most common skin substitute that has been utilized is Dermagraft where human neonatal fibroblasts are cultured onto an absorbable matrix that enables them to produce endogenous ECM proteins, PG and growth factors (67,68). The efficacy of Dermagraft has been demonstrated in prospective randomized clinical trials (67,68). The main growth factor that has largely been engineered into gels or dressings is PDGF and its efficacy has been demonstrated in randomized, double blind and place-controlled studies (69,70,74). As diabetic skin ulcers usually develop in the lower limbs of diabetic patients, therapy that allows for mechanical relief, such as negative pressure dressings and pressure offloading devices, have also been explored. Finally, as ischemia is one of the main causes of diabetic skin ulcers, the use of hyperbaric oxygen therapy delivers pure oxygen intermittently to the local wound to restore adequate tissue reperfusion (73). However, even though many of these treatments have gone onto clinical trials, they have largely been unsuccessful, and a combination of local surgical or larval debridement and infection control to remove dead and contaminated tissues continue to be the standard recommended treatment strategy (66). As such, there is a need for establishing novel therapeutic targets for managing chronic diabetic wounds.

1.4 Granzymes

The granule-secreted enzymes or otherwise known as granzymes, are a family of serine proteases that have both intracellular and extracellular functions. All the granzymes share three conserved features, namely a triad of residues at the catalytic site (aspartic acid, histidine and serine), an Isoleucine-Isoleucine-Glycine-Glycine amino acid sequence at the N-terminus and the presence of disulphide bridges (75). However, despite the structural similarities, the five
granzymes that are present in humans differ in terms of their substrate specificity: granzyme A (GzmA; trypase), granzyme B (GzmB; aspartase), granzyme H (GzmH; chymase), granzyme K (GzmK; trypase) and granzyme M (GzmM; metase) (76,77). All the granzymes were first identified in the granules of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) and natural killer (NK) cells (78-83). Upon secretion, they can readily be taken up by target cells and are the primary mediator of apoptosis in allogenic, transformed and/or virally-infected cells through both caspases-dependent and -independent pathways (84,85).

Since their characterizations in the 1980s, GzmA and GzmB have been extensively studied whereas GzmH, GzmK and GzmM are still largely considered to be orphan granzymes. In particular, recent studies have challenged the traditional intracellular pro-apoptotic role of GzmA and proposed that the primary role of GzmA may instead be regulating immune responses through mediating the production and release of pro-inflammatory cytokines (86-88). Subsequently, through *in vitro* cleavage assays and *in vivo* mouse studies, there has been emerging evidence that GzmB can also accumulate in the extracellular milieu during chronic inflammation and cleave many ECM proteins and PGs, suggesting an additional extracellular proteolytic role of GzmB in addition to an already well-established role in inducing cytotoxicity (89-93).

### 1.5 Granzyme B

In 1978, Hatcher *et al.* isolated a cytotoxic protease from human peripheral blood lymphocytes that was later identified to be GzmB (94). In humans, the GzmB gene corresponds to a locus on chromosome 14D that encodes for the GzmB gene product, which is approximately 3500 bp long and comprises of four introns and 5 exons (95). GzmB is a 32 kDa chymotrypsin-like serine protease that is also known as cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated serine esterase-1, or
granzyme 2. The binding pocket of GzmB contains an arginine residue at position 226 that confers enzyme-substrate specificity, and enables the enzyme to interact with and cleave aspartic acid residues at the P1 position of the substrate (96).

Although GzmB was once thought to be exclusively expressed in the granules of CTLs and NK cells, many studies have refuted this claim and GzmB has been shown to be expressed by both immune and non-immune cells. The other immune sources of GzmB include activated macrophages, B lymphocytes, basophils, CD4+ T lymphocytes, dendritic cells, mast cells, neutrophils and regulatory T cells (97-105). In addition, the non-immune sources of GzmB include chondrocytes, granulosa cells, keratinocytes, primary spermatocytes, Sertoli cells, syncytial trophoblasts, smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and type II pneumocytes (106-111). Altogether, the diversity of cell types which express GzmB accounts for the diverse range of functions, both intracellular and extracellular, that the enzyme performs.

In many of these cell sources, the expression profile of GzmB can also be altered. As the transcription of GzmB is dependent on the binding of four transcription factors to their binding sites at the upstream promoter region of GzmB, mutations in any one of them can negate GzmB expression (112,113). The transcription factors involved include activating transcription factor/cyclic adenosine monophosphate-responsive element-binding protein-1, activator protein-1, Ikaros and core-binding factor (112-115). Although lymphocytes constitutively express GzmB, transcription can further be induced when CTLs and NK cells are activated through T cell receptor activation and co-stimulation with cytokines (116). Upon ultraviolet stimulation, GzmB expression in keratinocytes is elevated through stimulation of the mitogen activated protein kinase signaling pathways (108,115). Furthermore, recent studies have revealed that upon activation, protein expression of GzmB in dendritic cells and mast cells is elevated without a corresponding
increase in messenger ribonucleic acid levels; this indicates that GzmB may be regulated through translational mechanisms although specifics currently remain unknown (101,102).

1.5.1 Intracellular role of granzyme B

There are two main apoptotic pathways that CTLs use to eradicate virally-infected and malignant cells, namely the receptor-mediated pathway involving Fas ligand and the granule-mediated pathway involving granzymes (117). In CTLs and NK cells, GzmB is synthesized as a pro-peptide tagged with mannose-6-phosphate (118). Specifically, this tag enables the inactive GzmB zymogen to be trafficked to the granules (118). Once the inactive GzmB enters the granules, a Glycine-Glutamic Acid domain at the N-terminus is removed by cathepsin C (119). Although GzmB is activated once cleaved, its proteolytic activity is still suppressed because of the acidic pH environment inside the granules, as well as the storage of active GzmB on a scaffold that is associated with serglycin, a chondroitin sulfate modular PG (116,120).

As CTLs and NK cells initiate target cell engagement, the contents of the granules including GzmB are released into the immunological synapse, which is the space between CTLs and NK cells, and target cells (121). Although the exact mechanism is still debatable, it is generally accepted that GzmB is able to gain entry into the target cells with the assistance of perforin, a pore-forming, membrane-disrupting protein (122,123). Specifically, perforin, a 66 kDa calcium-dependent protein, can polymerize and form a pore in the plasma membrane of the target cells, enabling GzmB to be endocytosed into the cytoplasm of the target cells (123,124).

Once inside the target cell, GzmB is capable of cleaving many different intracellular substrates involved in apoptosis, including caspase 3, Bid and myeloid cell leukemia sequence-1 (MCL-1) (125-129). In particular, activation of caspases 3 through GzmB cleavage subsequently
activates downstream caspase-3 targets, such as caspase-activated deoxyribonuclease and nuclear laminin, and ultimately leads to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) fragmentation and nuclear membrane disruption (125). In addition, GzmB cleavage of Bid results in the formation and translocation of the GzmB-truncated product (gtBid) to the mitochondria, thus leading to mitochondrial membrane disruption and apoptosome formation through the release of cytochrome c, apoptosis-inducing factor and caspase 9 (126-128,130,131). Furthermore, cleavage of the anti-apoptotic protein, MCL-1, can promote apoptosis through the stimulation of mitochondrial permeabilization and further cytochrome c release (129).
Figure 4 Intracellular role of granzyme B in apoptosis. Granzyme B can be released into the immunological synapse by cytotoxic lymphocytes and internalized into the target cell by perforin, a pore-forming and membrane disrupting protein. In the target cell, granzyme B can cleave pro-caspase 3 and Bid into active caspase 3 and granzyme B-truncated product known as gtBid, and induce apoptosis through DNA fragmentation, mitochondrial disruption and apoptosome formation.

Note: The figure was obtained and reproduced with permission from “Granzyme B in injury, inflammation and repair” by Hiebert PR and Granville DJ (Trends Mol Med. 2012 Dec;18(12):732-41).
### 1.5.2 Extracellular role of granzyme B

Since its discovery over a quarter of a century ago, the understanding of GzmB biology has been limited to its intracellular apoptotic role in inducing cell death in virally-infected and malignant target cells (78,132,133). However, in recent years, there has been emerging evidence challenging the dogma that GzmB only acts intracellularly and this controversy has been the subject of many recent reviews (77,86,134,135).

In particular, as many sources of GzmB have come to be identified, it is imperative to highlight that many of these cell types such as basophils, mast cells, keratinocytes and chondrocytes, do not express perforin (102,105,106,108). As perforin is essential for GzmB’s entry into target cells and thus for it to perform its intracellular function, the expression of GzmB in the absence of perforin is indicative of an entirely extracellular function of GzmB in these cell types. In addition, it is also possible that GzmB can escape the immunological synapse and leak into the extracellular space during degranulation of CTLs (136). As previously mentioned, lymphocytes constitutively express GzmB (116). It has been reported that up to a third of GzmB is non-specifically released from CTLs and NK cells after prolonged T-cell receptor and interleukin-2 activation (137). In the absence of target cell engagement, NK cells are capable of releasing active GzmB via the granule-dependent pathway, whereas CTLs can secrete inactive GzmB via a granule-independent mechanism (138). As such, it is now generally accepted that GzmB also has an additional extracellular role and its accumulation in the extracellular milieu has been implicated in many diseases featuring chronic inflammation included in mouse models of skin aging, atherosclerosis and abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) (139-141).

In the plasma of healthy individuals, median reported levels of GzmB range from 20 to 40 pg/mL (142,143). The serum levels of GzmB are reported to be elevated in patients with diseases,
including Epstein Barr virus infection, human immunodeficiency virus-1 infection and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (142,144-146). In addition, GzmB levels are also elevated in bodily fluids, including the synovial fluid of RA patients, the cerebrospinal fluid of multiple sclerosis and Rasmussen encephalitis patients and the bronchoalveolar lavage of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and atopic asthma (144,145,147-151).

1.5.3 Granzyme B inhibitors

The serine protease inhibitors, or also known as serpins, are the largest protease inhibitor super family and are divided into sixteen clades (152). As their name implies, serpins inhibit proteases, and more specifically, the majority of serpins inhibit either serine or cysteine proteases (153). The structure of serpins is highly conserved in that all of the members contain three \(\alpha\)-sheets and at least seven \(\beta\)-helices (152). The reactive centre loop containing the protease recognition site is inserted between the secondary structure containing the \(\alpha\)-sheets and \(\beta\)-helices (152). Specifically, the reactive centre loop enables serpins to act as pseudo-substrates and form a covalent complex with their target enzymes, thereby inhibiting their enzymatic activities (154).

Since GzmB is a potent inducer of apoptosis, it is important for GzmB-expressing cells to protect themselves from accidental leakage of GzmB into the cytoplasm, which can cause self-induced cytotoxicity. Currently, protease inhibitor-9 (PI-9), which is part of the SERPINB clade, is the only known endogenous inhibitor of human GzmB (152). Specifically, the reactive centre loop of PI-9 contains acidic residues in the P1 and P4-P4’ positions that subsequently interact and promote irreversible conformational changes to inhibit GzmB (155). Many immune cells including CTLs and NK cells express high levels of PI-9 (152,156,157). Interestingly, non-immune cells, such as endothelial cells and vascular SMCs, have also been shown to have high
PI-9 expression levels, possibly to protect these bystander cells from targeted cytotoxicity induced by GzmB during chronic inflammation (158,159).

In contrast to intracellular GzmB, extracellular GzmB level is largely unregulated. PI-9 has been shown to be non-functional in the highly oxidative extracellular environment, and as such, is only considered to be an endogenous intracellular GzmB inhibitor in humans (155). Specifically, GzmB retains up to 70% of its activity despite PI-9 being present in the plasma of healthy individuals (135,160). Currently, there have been no reports of any other endogenous GzmB inhibitor, and lack of evidence of any extracellular GzmB inhibitors in humans. As such, excessive GzmB in the ECM and subsequent degradation of ECM components may have important manifestations.

1.5.3.1 Serpina3n

In addition to PI-9, the serine protease inhibitor, serpina3n (SA3N), which is part of the serpina clade, has also been identified as a potent inhibitor of both human and mouse GzmB (161,162). SA3N is only present in mice and is widely expressed in the brain, liver, lung, spleen, testis and thymus of mice (154). However, the physiological role of SA3N in these tissues is still unknown (162). Specifically, SA3N is the mouse orthologue of the human anti-chymotrypsin (154). The human anti-chymotrypsin is encoded by only one gene; however, extensive diversification and duplication in mice have resulted in fourteen related serpina3 genes clustered at chromosome 12F1 (153). Specifically, the two genes for SA3N and human anti-chymotrypsin share 61% homology at the amino acid level (154). Each serpina3 gene encodes for a protease inhibitor with its own tissue distribution and substrate specificity. In particular, the inhibitory activity of SA3N against GzmB was first identified in cultured Sertoli cells (162). However,
SA3N has broad substrate specificity and in addition to GzmB, can also bind and inhibit chymotrypsin, trypsin, cathepsin G and elastase (162). Specifically, a methionine residue in the P1 position and various acidic residues in the P4-P4’ positions have all been implicated in the binding of SA3N to GzmB to render the enzyme inactive (154).

The administration of SA3N enables researchers to study the extracellular role of GzmB instead of using a systemic knockout approach. The in vivo efficacy of SA3N has been validated using a mouse model of AAA (161). In particular, SA3N was largely shown to reduce AAA rupture and ECM remodeling through the inhibition of the cleavage of decorin, and these findings are consistent with results from a previous GzmB-knockout study (141,161).

1.5.4 Extracellular granzyme B substrates

The list of extracellular substrates of GzmB that have so far been identified is extensive and includes coagulation mediators, cytokines, glycoproteins, PGs and cell surface receptors (91). The possible consequences of cleavage of these substrates are summarized in Figure 5. Many of them are ECM proteins that are important in wound healing and they are outlined in Table 1 (90).

There are a number of factors important in the coagulation cascade that are cleaved by GzmB, including von Willebrand factor (vWF), fibrinogen, plasminogen and plasmin (163,164). GzmB cleaves vWF at two sites in the A1-3 domains that are critical for interaction with platelets (164). As a result of GzmB-mediated vWF cleavage, ristocetin-induced platelet aggregation, tethering, adhesion and spreading are impaired (164). Usually, fibrinogen is found in either a soluble form or an ECM-bound form, and both interact with activated platelets for platelet adhesion and thrombus growth (165). However, fibrinogen that is bound to the ECM is susceptible to GzmB cleavage, likewise impairing platelet aggregation (164). Normally,
conversion of plasminogen by enzymes, such as tissue plasminogen activator and urokinase plasminogen activator, forms plasmin (166). However, GzmB is capable of cleaving both plasminogen and plasmin, and such cleavage leads to the further formation of a 38 kDa anti-angiogenic fragment, angiostatin, that has been shown to contribute to impaired angiogenesis and delayed wound healing through apoptosis of endothelial cells in patients with scleroderma (163,167).

GzmB can also promote inflammation through the cleavage of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Normally, IL-18 is sequestered in its inactive precursor form in monocytes and keratinocytes. However, GzmB can cleave IL-18 to its biologically active form and further stimulate inflammation through interferon-gamma production (149). GzmB and IL-18 have together been shown to be important in protection against herpes simplex virus-1 in mice through regulating the activity of NK cells (168). The synovial fluid of RA patients, which have been shown to contain elevated GzmB levels, also showed increased levels of IL-18 (144,169). In addition, GzmB can also cleave IL-1α to an even more active form (170). This was supported by in vivo results showing that the immune response to ovalbumin was enhanced in mice injected with cleaved IL-1α fragments (170). In particular, IL-1α levels are elevated in chronic wound fluid and GzmB-mediated IL-α cleavage fragments are also observed in the bronchoalveolar lavage of patients with COPD, cystic fibrosis and bronchiectasis (170).

There are many glycoproteins and PGs in the ECM that have been identified as GzmB substrates. The provisional matrix forming part of the granulation tissue contains FN and vitronectin, both of which are cleaved by GzmB (171-173). GzmB preferentially cleaves after Asp residues at the RGD integrin binding site of vitronectin (171). Although the site of cleavage of FN by GzmB has not yet been identified, it is possible that the cleavage may also occur at the same
RGD site in the central binding domain of the glycoprotein. Since FN and vitronectin are important for cell attachment, differentiation and migration during wound healing, cleavage of these two glycoproteins can possibly impair keratinocytes and fibroblasts as groups reported anoikis and detachment when cultured SMCs and endothelial cells were incubated with GzmB (171,172,174). When apolipoprotein-knockout mice were fed a high fat diet for 37 weeks, the animals exhibited delayed wound closure that was attributed to GzmB-mediated degradation of FN and vitronectin (173).

In addition, GzmB knockout mice have increased vascular permeability that may be due to the inhibition of FN cleavage in comparison to wildtype mice when challenged with oxalazone in an animal model of contact dermatitis (175). Another important protein in the dermal-epidermal junction that is cleaved by GzmB is laminin (171). As laminin level is reduced in the dermal-epidermal junction of chronic diabetic wounds in comparison to acute excisional wounds, it is possible that GzmB-mediated laminin cleavage disrupts keratinocyte migration and the reepithelialization process as the integrity of basal lamina is hindered (59).

GzmB can also cleave small leucine-rich PGs including decorin, betaglycan and biglycan (176). Normally, active TGF-β1 is sequestered in the ECM in the inactive form by binding to the aforementioned PGs (9,10,176). However, upon GzmB cleavage of these PGs, active TGF-β1 can subsequently be released, contributing to phosphorylation and the activation of Smad-3 in human coronary artery SMC, and possibly also contributing to fibrosis as TGF-β1 is important during tissue remodeling (176). In addition, decorin binds to collagen fibrils and orchestrates proper collagen organization and spacing, thus regulating tensile strength of the tissues (177). Using animal models, GzmB-cleavage of decorin has been implicated in the pathogenesis of mouse skin
aging and AAA as reduced collagen density was prevented in both GzmB knockout mice and upon administration of SA3N, the mouse GzmB inhibitor (139,161).

There are numerous cell surface receptors that are cleaved by GzmB, including nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (NAR), neuronal glutamate receptor (NGR), Notch-1 and fibroblast growth factor receptor-1 (FGFR-1) (178-180). The cleavage of NAR and NGR subsequently generates autoantigen that can mount a host autoimmune response, whereas the cleavage of Notch-1 and FGFR-1 generates pro-apoptotic fragments involved in tumor survival and viral protection (178-180).
Figure 5 Possible consequences of the cleavage of extracellular granzyme B. Granzyme B can act extracellularly when it is not internalized into target cells or when it has escaped the immunological synapse. It is capable of cleaving various receptors leading to the activation or inhibition of cell signaling pathways. It can also induce detachment-mediated cell death (anoikis) and inhibit cell migration. In addition, GzmB-mediated cleavage fragments can promote pro-inflammatory cytokine release, which leads to chronic inflammation.

Note: The figure was obtained and reproduced with permission from “Intracellular versus extracellular granzyme B in immunity and disease: challenging the dogma” by Boivin WA, Cooper DM, Hiebert PR and Granville DJ (Lab Invest. 2009 Nov;89(11):1195-220).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GzmB Substrate</th>
<th>Role in Wound Healing</th>
<th>Consequences of GzmB Cleavage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase 1: Hemostasis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von Willebrand factor</td>
<td>platelet aggregation, tethering, adhesion and spreading</td>
<td>impaired platelet aggregation, tethering, adhesion and spreading (164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fibrinogen</td>
<td>platelet adhesion and thrombus growth</td>
<td>impaired platelet aggregation (164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plasminogen, plasmin</td>
<td>activation of fibrinolytic system</td>
<td>impaired angiogenesis (163,167)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase 2: Inflammation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interleukin-18</td>
<td>pro-inflammatory cytokine</td>
<td>stimulate production of interferon-gamma (149)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interleukin-1α</td>
<td>pro-inflammatory cytokine</td>
<td>formation of a potent form of IL-1α (170)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase 3 &amp; Phase 4: Granulation Tissue Formation &amp; Tissue Remodeling</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fibronectin</td>
<td>attachment, differentiation and migration of keratinocytes and fibroblasts</td>
<td>impaired functions of keratinocytes and fibroblasts (171,172,174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vitronectin</td>
<td>attachment, differentiation and migration of keratinocytes and fibroblasts</td>
<td>impaired functions of keratinocytes and fibroblasts (171,172,174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laminin</td>
<td>dermal-epidermal junction</td>
<td>disrupts keratinocytes migration (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decorin</td>
<td>orchestrate proper collagen organization and spacing</td>
<td>reduced collagen density (139,161)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Extracellular granzyme B substrates and their consequences when cleaved during wound healing.
Chapter 2: Rationale, Hypothesis and Specific Aims

Since the discovery of GzmB over a quarter of a century ago, most research has only focused on its intracellular role in inducing apoptotic cell death even though GzmB was originally proposed to be a protease that could function both intracellularly and extracellularly (78,132). However, because GzmB can be induced in other types of immune and non-immune cells that often do not express perforin and/or do not form immunological synapses with target cells, there is emerging evidence supporting the paradigm that GzmB can accumulate in the extracellular milieu (102,105,106,108). Specifically, many of the proteins in the ECM are subject to cleavage by GzmB and the consequences of cleavage by extracellular GzmB are implicated in many diseases featuring chronic inflammation, as shown in mouse models of AAA, skin aging, atherosclerosis and wound healing using GzmB knockout mice (139-141,173). Currently, no known human endogenous extracellular GzmB inhibitor exists, so the proteolytic activity of GzmB can persist, as evident by high activity levels retained in bodily fluids (144,145,147-149,149-151).

Wound healing is a complex process that involves overlapping and sequential phases involving hemostasis, inflammation, granulation tissue formation and tissue remodeling. For wounds to heal, there must be a fine balance of interaction between various cell types, cytokines, growth factors, proteases and ECM components at every stage. Since non-healing wounds feature persistent inflammation and enhanced proteolytic activity, we speculated that GzmB may be contributing to the pathogenesis of chronic wound healing, especially as many substrates of GzmB are ECM proteins essential for proper wound healing.

Due to aging demographics and an increasing diabetic patient population, the incidence of chronic non-healing wounds is on the rise (181). Of relevance to the possible role of GzmB in
age-related chronic wounds, a previous study by our group demonstrated that apolipoprotein-knockout mice fed a high fat diet for 37 weeks exhibited delayed wound closure that was not present in apolipoprotein-GzmB double knockout mice (173). To our knowledge, it was the first study implicating GzmB’s pathogenic role in chronic wound healing and suggested that GzmB inhibition may be a viable therapeutic target for chronic wounds.

The purpose of my thesis was to determine whether local inhibition of extracellular GzmB could accelerate wound closure in a genetically-induced type II diabetic mouse model of delayed wound healing. Specifically, many of the proteins in the ECM involved in wound healing are subject to cleavage by GzmB, including FN. As there are currently no GzmB inhibitors commercially available, mice were treated with SA3N, a mouse GzmB inhibitor, which was previously utilized in an animal model of AAA that demonstrated its efficacy (161).

I hypothesized that GzmB contributes to the pathogenesis of diabetic wound healing through excessive degradation of ECM proteins essential for proper wound healing.

The specific aims for this thesis are:

(1) To identify the expression and source(s) of GzmB in type II diabetic mouse wounds

(2) To determine whether local inhibition of GzmB can accelerate wound closure in a genetically-induced type II murine model of diabetic wound healing

(3) To investigate the mechanism by which GzmB contributes to the pathogenesis of diabetic wound healing in a genetically-induced type II murine model of diabetic wound healing
Chapter 3: Materials and Methods

3.1 Animals

The animal studies were conducted in accordance with the procedure guidelines approved by the University of British Columbia Animal Care Committee. All mice used in the studies were purchased from the Jackson Laboratories (stock number 000642; Bar Harbor, Maine) at 7 weeks old. All mice used were from a C57BLKS/J background strain, male and either homozygous or heterozygous for the spontaneous mutation in the leptin receptor. The mice homozygous for the leptin receptor mutation were considered to be diabetic. The mice heterozygous for the leptin receptor mutation were considered to be the non-diabetic littermates. All mice were fed standard laboratory chow (equal parts of PicoLab Mouse Diet 20 #5058 and PicoLab Rodent Diet 20 #5053 from LabDiet, Richmond, Indiana) and water ad libitum.

Two days before the wound healing surgery, all mice were fasted for 4 hours and fasting blood glucose levels of the mice were determined with OneTouch Ultra Blood Glucose Meter (LifeScan, New Brunswick, New Jersey). Only mice with fasting blood glucose levels greater than 200 mg/dL were considered diabetic. The hair on the backs of the animals were removed by shaving with hair clippers followed by treatment with Nair™ (Church and Dwight, Ewing, New Jersey) for 90 seconds. Finally, only mice with no visible active hair follicles were subjected to surgery.

3.1.1 Wound healing surgery

The wound healing surgery was modified using procedures reported in a previous paper (182). All mice were anesthetized using a mixture of isoflurane and oxygen on a warm heating pad to prevent hypothermia. Once the mice had reached proper anesthetic depth, eye lube was
applied and buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg; McGill University, Montreal, Quebec) was administered subcutaneously. The skin area to be wounded was then prepared by swabbing with betadine and two washes of 70% ethanol. After prepping, a 10 mm diameter punch biopsy (Acuderm, Fort Lauderdale, Florida) was used to outline a wound pattern and a full thickness skin excision (including the PC muscle layer) was created on the mid-lower back of the mice using sterilized surgical scissors. Once wounded, digital pictures of the wound area were captured at a fixed distance and the angle and wound area were covered by a transparent Tegaderm™ dressing (3M, Minneapolis, Minnesota). All surgical animals were allowed to recover and were housed individually to prevent the removal of dressings by other animals.

![Representative image of mouse that underwent wound healing surgery.](image)

**Figure 6** Representative image of mouse that underwent wound healing surgery. After removal of hair by shaving and depilatory cream, a 10 mm excisional wound was created on the back of the mice and covered with a transparent Tegaderm™ dressing.

### 3.1.1.1 Time course studies

Wound areas were cleaned by washing with sterile saline and replaced with new Tegaderm™ every 3 days, and on each of these days, digital pictures of the wound area were captured, with ruler placed below, for planimetry measurements. In summary, wound pictures
were taken at days 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 post-wounding. The non-diabetic animals were sacrificed at either day 12, 16 or 31 post-wounding.

### 3.1.1.2 Treatment studies

Wound areas were cleaned by washing with sterile saline and replaced with new Tegaderm™ every 3 days. At this time, digital pictures of the wound area were captured, with ruler placed below, for planimetry measurements and taken also every 3 days until day of sacrifice (either day 12, 18 or 35 post-wounding). In addition, all mice were treated immediately after wounding and every 3 days until day of sacrifice (either day 12, 18 or 35 post-wounding). The mice were divided into two treatment groups and received either sterile saline control or SA3N (at a concentration of 35 ng/µL diluted with sterile saline; generous gift from Dr. Chris R Bleackley of University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta) in a 100 µL volume. On days 0, 3, 6 and 9, the treatment was administered topically by injecting directly underneath the Tegaderm™ with an insulin syringe. Starting from day 12 and every treatment day onwards, saline or SA3N was administered subcutaneously by injecting into surrounding wound areas, either top and bottom or right and left.

### 3.2 Tissue collection and processing

On the day of sacrifice, mice were euthanized by carbon dioxide asphyxiation. A 7 mm by 7 mm representative piece of wounded tissue was harvested and cut in half, bisecting the wound centre. The left half was immediately flask frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. The right half was fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered formalin overnight, and transferred to 70% ethanol, before paraffin embedding for histological and immunohistochemical analyses.
3.3 Histology and immunohistochemistry

Five micron sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated in the following order for histological and immunohistochemical stainings: 3 washes of xylene, 100% ethanol, 90% ethanol, 70% ethanol and 2 washes of Tris-buffered saline (TBS).

For hematoxylin and eosin staining to evaluate morphology, slides were dipped in hematoxylin for 5 minutes, washed with water, dipped in 1% acid alcohol for 10 seconds, washed with water, dipped in lithium carbonate for 30 seconds, 70% ethanol for an additional 30 seconds and finally into 1% eosin prepared in 80% ethanol for 15 seconds. For toluidine blue staining to detect mast cells, slides were immersed in toluidine blue working solution (prepared by dissolving toluidine blue powder in 70% ethanol and further diluted in 1% sodium chloride with pH 2.3) for 3 minutes. For Masson’s trichrome staining to detect collagen, slides were dipped in saturated picric red solution for 10 minutes, washed in water, dipped in Weigert’s iron hematoxylin working solution for another 10 minutes, washed in water, differentiated in 1% acid alcohol for 3 seconds, washed in water again, stained with Biebrich scarlet-acid fuchsin solution for 1 minute, washed in water, differentiated in fresh 1% phosphotungstic acid for 5 minutes, washed in water again, dipped in 0.5% light green for 5 minutes, rinsed in water and finally in 1% acetic acid for 30 seconds. For picrosirius red staining to detect fibrillar collagen, slides were immersed in picrosirius red working solution (prepared by dissolving Sirus red F3BA in a saturated solution of picric acid) for 1 hour and rinsed with acetic acid water solution 3 times.

For immunohistochemistry, slides were heated in 80°C citrate buffer (pH 6.0) for 10 minutes, cooled at room temperature for 30 minutes and quenched in 3% hydrogen peroxide for 10 minutes. These slides were then blocked with either a mixture of 10% goat serum and 2% mouse serum (for F4/80 primary antibody) or a 10% goat serum (for all other primary antibodies).
for 1 hour at room temperature to reduce non-specific background staining. Subsequently, the slides were incubated with primary antibody prepared in either a mixture of 10% goat serum and 2% mouse serum (for F4/80 primary antibody) or a 10% goat serum (for all other primary antibodies) overnight at 4°C. The primary antibodies used were as follows (Abcam, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, Massachusetts; AbD Serotec, Raleigh, North Carolina):

![Table 2 Details of primary antibodies used for immunohistochemistry.](image)

The following day, slides were incubated with biotinylated goat-anti rabbit secondary antibody (1:350; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, California) prepared in either a mixture of 5% goat serum and 1% mouse serum (for F4/80 primary antibody) or a 5% goat serum (for all other primary antibodies) for 30 minutes at room temperature, washed twice in TBS and incubated with Vectastain® Elite ABC reagent (Vector Laboratories) for 30 minutes. Subsequently, the slides were washed twice in TBS-Tween 20 (TBST) and incubated with Vector® DAB substrate (Vector Laboratories) for 5 minutes. Finally, the slides were then counterstained with hematoxylin for 30 seconds for visualization and quantification.
3.4 Wound pictures analyses

Digital pictures of the wound area were captured, with ruler placed below, were captured on the day of wound healing surgery and every 3 days until day of sacrifice. For all wounds, the open wound was normalized to wound size at day 0 and expressed as a percentage.

3.5 Histological analyses

All quantification associated with hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides were assessed by Aperio ImageScope version 11.1.2.760 (Aperio, Vista, California) and normalized to the percentage of original wound area. For analysis of epithelial and PC margins, the two ends of each layer were identified and the distance between the two ends was measured. For measurement of epithelial thickness, the thickest distance between top to bottom of the epithelium was measured. For measurement of granulation tissue thickness, the thickest distance from top to bottom of the granulation tissue was used. For measurement of granulation tissue area, the whole granulation tissue area was traced. For quantification of collagen in Masson’s trichrome-stained slides, all images were taken at 20X magnification from the middle and/or the two edges of the wound. Using Image Pro Plus version 4.5.0.29 (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, Maryland), the intensity RGB threshold was set for the blue-green positive colour of collagen and the number of positive pixels was counted and expressed as a percentage collagen per traced representative area. Specifically, for analyses of wounded tissues from days 12, 16 and 18, the set RGB threshold was R: 20000 to 50000, G: 40000 to 52000 and B: 37000 to 50000, and for days 31 and 35, the set RGB threshold was R: 20000 to 50000, G: 40000 to 55000 and B: 2000 to 55000. For quantification of collagen in picrosirius-red stained slides, all images were taken at 20X from the middle of the wound. Using Image Pro Plus version 4.5.0.29, the intensity RGB threshold was set.
for the red colour of collagen and the number of positive pixels was counted and expressed as a percentage collagen per traced representative area. Specifically, the set RGB threshold was R: 50 to 255, G: 20 to 100 and B: 15 to 30.

3.6 Immunohistochemical analyses

For quantification of all immunohistochemical staining, all images were taken either at 20X or 40X magnification from the middle and/or both edges of the wound. For Ki67 counting, representative areas from each image were defined and numbers of positive brown-staining cells per area were counted. For all the rest of the immunohistochemical analyses for GzmB, α-SMA, CD31 and vimentin, an intensity threshold was set for the brown colour and the number of positive pixels was counted and expressed as a percentage positive staining per traced representative area using Image Pro Plus version 4.5.0.29. For GzmB, the set RGB threshold was R: 0 to 55000, G: 0 to 50000 and B: 0 to 47000 for all tissues. For α-SMA, the set RGB threshold was R: 0 to 55000, G: 0 to 50000 and B: 0 to 35000 for day 12 tissues of non-diabetic wounds and R: 0 to 40000, G: 0 to 50000 and B: 0 to 30000 for all other tissues. For CD31, the set RGB threshold was R: 0 to 50000, G: 0 to 50000 and B: 0 to 42000 for day 12 tissues of non-diabetic wounds and R: 0 to 50000, G: 0 to 50000 and B: 0 to 27000 for all other tissues. For vimentin, the set RGB threshold was R: 0 to 47000, G: 0 to 50000 and B: 0 to 40000 for day 12 tissues of non-diabetic wounds and R: 0 to 40000, G: 0 to 50000 and B: 0 to 40000 for all other tissues.

3.7 Mouse granzyme B activity assay

The mouse granzyme B activity assay was modified using procedures reported in a previous paper (161). Increasing concentrations of SA3N (0.004 nM to 665 nM) was incubated
with 12 nM recombinant mouse GzmB (Beryllium, Bedford, Massachusetts) in a reaction buffer (50 mM HEPES, 0.1% CHAPS and 5 mM dithiothreitol mixed in distilled water) at room temperature and shaking for 5 minutes, room temperature incubation for 20 minutes and 30°C incubation for 5 minutes. Subsequently, the fluorogenic mouse GzmB substrate, 50 µM Ac-IEPD-AMC (California Peptide, Salt Lake City, Utah), was added. Cleavage of the substrate was monitored by measuring excitation and emission signals at wavelengths of 380 nm and 460 nm at 30°C with a Magellan Tecan SaFire 2 plate reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland) in kinetic mode for 15 cycles in duplicates. The average slope of the relative fluorescence units per second for every minute between cycles 2 to 14 was obtained. The percentage activity was calculated from the slope after normalized to positive controls containing just mouse GzmB and Ac-IEPD-AMC.

3.8 Fibronectin cleavage assay

The fibronectin cleavage assay was modified using procedures reported in a previous paper (172). The 48 well plates were coated with 3μg of mouse FN (#92784, Abcam) per well diluted in PBS at 37°C for 2 hours and subsequently blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin for 30 minutes at 37°C. The wells were treated with 50 nM mouse GzmB (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) in the absence or presence of 100 nM SA3N at 37 °C overnight. The next day, supernatants were collected from each well and cleavage fragments were analyzed by western blot.
3.9 Mouse embryonic fibroblasts detachment assay

The mouse embryonic fibroblast detachment assay was modified using procedures reported in a previous paper (171). 3T3 mouse embryonic fibroblasts were plated to wells of a 96 well tissue culture plate (1.25 x 10^4 /well) in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin streptomycin, and allowed to adhere overnight in an 37°C incubator with 5% carbon dioxide. Cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and incubated in 100 µL of serum free media (SFM) containing 50 nM, 100 nM or 200 nM GzmB in the presence or absence of 100 nM SA3N. Cells were incubated at 37°C for 7 hours, after which images of the cells in the plate were captured under phase contrast using a microscope camera. The media was aspirated and cells were washed once with PBS to remove non-adherent cells. Fresh SFM was replaced, and for quantification of remaining adherent cells, CellTiter® AQueous One Solution MTS Cell Proliferation Assays (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin) were performed by the addition of 20 µL of MTS reagent and incubation for 3 hours. Absorbance was read at 490 nm with a Magellan Tecan SaFire 2 plate reader.

3.10 Skin homogenization

Frozen skin sections were cut to 5 mm by 5 mm pieces and placed in a centrifuge tube containing a cold 5 mm stainless steel bead and 300 µL of urea lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 7 M urea, 150 mM sodium chloride, 1% Triton) with 4 µL of protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich). The skin sections were homogenized in TissueLyser LT (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) at 50 Hz for 4 minutes, 3 times in total. In between each cycle, tubes were placed on ice for 30 seconds to prevent over-heating of the samples. After homogenization, samples were incubated on ice for 15 minutes and centrifuged at 4°C for 10 minutes at 15000 rpm to separate proteins from
pelleted cell debris. The supernatant was then transferred to a new tube containing 250 µL PBS with 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and centrifuged at 4°C again for 10 minutes at 15000 rpm to separate proteins from pelleted cell debris. The supernatant was transferred to Amicon® Ultra Filter (Millipore, Billerica, Massachusetts) and spun at 14000 rpm at 4°C for 12 minutes, 3 times in total. The filtrate was discarded and 400 µL PBS with 0.1% SDS was added after each spin to exchange the buffer. Total protein concentration of homogenized samples was measured and calculated using standard Bradford protein assays (Biorad, Hercules, California) such that samples were adjusted to ensure equivalent amounts of total protein for western blot.

3.11 Western blots

For preparation of samples for western blot, either 25 µL of supernatant (for FN cleavage assay) or 16.5 µg of homogenized protein (for FN detection in wounded tissues) was added to 6X Laemmli buffer (300 nM Tris-hydrogen chloride pH 6.8, 600 mM dithiothreitol 12% w/v SDS, 40% w/v glycerol, 0.25% w/v bromophenol blue) and denatured at 100°C for 5 minutes. Boiled samples were run on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel at 85 V for 15 minutes and 125 V for 90 minutes, and were subsequently transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Membranes were blocked with 5% TBST in skim milk for 1 hour and incubated with anti-FN antibody (#2413, Abcam) and/or anti-SA3N antibody (AF4709, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota) at respectively, a 1:1500 dilution and/or 1:700 dilution prepared in 5% TBST in skim milk and gently rocking overnight at 4°C. Membranes were washed with TBST for 5 minutes, 3 times in total. After washes, membranes were incubated for 1 hour with IRDye 800 conjugated anti-mouse and/or IRDye 700 conjugated anti-goat secondary immunoglobulin G antibody (both from Rockland Inc., Gilbertsville, Pennsylvania) at 1:5000 and/or 1:2000 dilutions and washed again
with TBS for 5 minutes, 3 times in total. Subsequently, membranes were visualized with the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biotechnology, Lincoln, New England). Bands were detected and quantification of FN densitometry was normalized to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) when required.

3.12 Statistical analyses

For the fibroblast detachment *in vitro* assays, one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test was used for statistical analysis. For all other experiments, unpaired Student t-test was used for statistical analyses. All statistical tests were performed using GraphPad Prism version 5.04 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California). In all cases, p-values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
Chapter 4: Results

4.1 Diabetic mice exhibit delayed wound closure

The diabetic mice homozygous for the spontaneous mutation in the leptin receptor, or also known as the db/db mice, exhibit delayed wound healing and have been used by many as a model of this specific phenotype (183-185). The littermates that are heterozygous for the spontaneous mutation in the leptin receptor are the non-diabetic mice. However, one limitation of utilizing mouse models of chronic wound healing is that the skin of loosely-skinned rodents mainly close by wound contraction, rather than wound reepithelialization as observed mostly with human skin. In order to reduce contraction and promote reepithelialization in mice, the uses of splints and/or transparent dressings such as Tegaderm® have been widely utilized (182,186,187).

After wounding the backs of mice and letting the wounds heal with replacement of Tegaderm® every 3 days, we confirmed that diabetic mice exhibited delayed wound closure by tracing wound pictures that were taken every 3 days post-wounding and expressed as a percentage over the original wound area. By day 18, wounds of non-diabetic mice were fully closed as the mean percentage of the open wound was 0 ± 0 % whereas wounds of diabetic mice were only partially closed as the mean percentage of the open wound was 71.7 ± 6.6 % (Figure 7A and B). The weights of the diabetic mice were significantly greater than non-diabetic mice (Figure 7C; 40.7 ± 2.0 g versus 23.8 ± 1.2 g). In addition, the glucose levels in diabetic mice on the day of wound healing surgery were significantly higher than the levels found in non-diabetic mice (Figure 7D; 498.2 ± 29.8 mg/dL versus 160.4 ± 14.2 mg/dL). These results were consistent with current literature, thereby confirming the usage of diabetic mice as a model of delayed diabetic wound healing.
Figure 7 Obese, diabetic mice exhibit delayed wound closure. (A) Representative digital images of non-diabetic and diabetic mice wounds captured over 18 days wound healing period. (B) Comparison of the percentages of open wound over 18 days healing period between non-diabetic (n = 4) and diabetic mice (n = 4) showing that diabetic mice healed significantly slower than non-diabetic mice. (C) On the day of surgery, diabetic mice were significantly heavier than non-diabetic mice and (D) the fasting blood glucose levels of diabetic mice were significantly higher than that of non-diabetic mice. [Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation. P-values were calculated using unpaired Student t-test. *** denotes p < 0.001 and **** denotes p < 0.0001.]
4.2 **Granzyme B is elevated and differentially expressed in the wound edges and granulation tissues of diabetic wounds**

Since diabetic wounds feature chronic inflammation and GzmB is thought to accumulate in the ECM during chronic inflammation, we examined GzmB levels in wounded but fully reepithelialized tissues from non-diabetic and diabetic mice. By immunohistochemistry, the GzmB levels found in diabetic wounds were significantly higher than the levels found in non-diabetic wounds (percentage of positive GzmB per area in diabetic animals was $2.2 \pm 1.2\%$ and percentage in non-diabetic animals was $0.34 \pm 0.045\%$; Figure 8A andB).

We went on to investigate the spatial expression of GzmB in diabetic wounds by performing immunohistochemical analyses of wounded skin tissues at different healing stages. In an open wound (at day 12 post-wounding), GzmB expression was low and minimal GzmB was localized to wound edges (Figure 8C). In a partially reepithelialized wound (at day 18 post-wounding), GzmB expression was moderate and localized to mainly wound edges, but some were also minimally scattered throughout the granulation tissues (Figure 8C). In an entirely reepithelialized wound (at day 35 post-wounding), GzmB expression was high and scattered throughout the wound edges and granulation tissues (Figure 8C). These results confirmed GzmB’s presence in the different phases of wound healing.
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Figure 8 Expression of granzyme B in edges and middle of diabetic wounds. (A) and (B) Using immunohistochemistry, granzyme B expression, denoted by brown staining, was higher in completely reepithelialized diabetic wounds in comparison to non-diabetic wounds. (C) Granzyme B expression was found to be localized to wound edges and granulation tissues in open (at day 12), partially reepithelialized (at day 18) and completely reepithelialized (at day 35) diabetic wounds, respectively, as denoted by positive brown staining. [\(E\) denotes epidermis and \(GT\) denotes granulation tissue. Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation. \(P\)-value was calculated using unpaired Student t-test. * denotes \(p < 0.05\). Black scale bars = 300µm. Dotted scale bars = 50µm.]
4.3 Granzyme B colocalizes with some mast cells in granulation tissues of diabetic wounds

As there are many immune and non-immune sources of GzmB, diabetic wound tissues were stained to determine the immune source(s) of GzmB. For quantifications, toluidine blue staining was used to detect mast cells, anti-F4/80 antibody was used as an immunohistochemical marker for macrophages, anti-CD3+ antibody was used as an immunohistochemical marker for CD3+ lymphocytes and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was used to detect polymorphonucleated neutrophils.

All of the immune cells that were probed for were present in the wounded tissues collected at day 18 (Figure 9A to D). However, there were very minimal neutrophils compared to macrophages, lymphocytes and mast cells. In particular, we noted that mast cells colocalized with positive GzmB staining (as denoted by black arrows in the red rectangular boxes of Figure 9D and E). The same tissue that was initially stained with toluidine blue for mast cells was stripped of the dye after scanning the slide, and it was observed that the sections remained intact. As such, immunohistochemical staining for GzmB was performed on the same tissue. As positive GzmB staining largely colocalized with granules of mast cells, we concluded that mast cells is one of the possible immune source of GzmB in the diabetic mice.
Figure 9 Granzyme B colocalizes with some mast cells in granulation tissues of diabetic wounds. Using F4/80 and CD3 immunohistochemical markers, hematoxylin and eosin staining and toluidine blue staining, (A) macrophages (brown coloured), (B) CD3+ lymphocytes (brown coloured), (C) neutrophils and (D) mast cells (dark red-purple coloured) were all detected in the diabetic wounds collected at day 18. (E) Notably, positive brown granzyme B staining largely colocalized with granules of mast cells as shown by red rectangular boxes and black arrows. [E denotes epidermis and GT denotes granulation tissue. Scale bars = 200 µm.]
4.4 Serpina3n inhibits mouse granzyme B in vitro

SA3N has previously been identified as a potent human and mouse GzmB inhibitor in vitro (161,162). Our laboratory has also previously demonstrated SA3N’s efficacy as an in vivo mouse GzmB inhibitor in a mouse model of AAA (161). Since there are currently no GzmB inhibitors commercially available, we administered SA3N to wounds as a local GzmB inhibitor. We confirmed that the SA3N used in my thesis inhibits mouse GzmB in vitro. Specifically, fluorescence signals can be measured when the fluorogenic substrate, Ac-IEPD-AMC, is cleaved by mouse GzmB and that fluorescent signal should normally diminish with less substrate cleavage. This was confirmed as the activity of mouse GzmB decreased as concentration of SA3N increased (Figure 10). However, as SA3N is an irreversible inhibitor, the IC50 cannot be measured and the result from the assay can merely be interpreted as a qualitative indicator of SA3N’s inhibitory activity.

![Figure 10 Serpina3n inhibits mouse granzyme B in vitro.](image)

*Figure 10 Serpina3n inhibits mouse granzyme B in vitro.* The activity of mouse granzyme B after incubation with serpina3n was assessed by cleavage of the fluorogenic substrate, Ac-IEPD-AMC. Increasing concentrations of serpina3n inversely decreased the enzymatic activity of mouse granzyme B as demonstrated by the dose response curve. *Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation.*
4.5 Serpina3n inhibits fibronectin fragmentation in vitro

The fragmentation of FN is a hallmark of chronic wounds and has many pathophysiological implications as FN is one of the most abundant ECM proteins in granulation tissue, and regulates cell attachment, differentiation and migration during wound healing (42,44,45,188-191). Since GzmB is capable of cleaving FN and SA3N is capable of inhibiting GzmB, we examined whether SA3N can inhibit GzmB-mediated cleavage of FN in vitro. After coating wells with mouse FN, incubating them with GzmB in the presence or absence of SA3N and finally collecting the cleavage fragments of the supernatants, we demonstrated that in the wells with mouse FN only or with SA3N only, only full-length FN (denoted by #) was observed as shown in lanes 1, 2, 5 and 6 (Figure 11). We also confirmed that mouse GzmB does cleave mouse FN as observed in lanes 3 and 4 and the cleavage of mouse FN by mouse GzmB was inhibited by SA3N as there were fewer fragments (denoted by ##) observed in lanes 7 and 8 (Figure 11). We also stained for SA3N to confirm that SA3N was indeed added to the designated wells as this was denoted by ^^ in lanes 5, 6, 7, and 8 (Figure 11). In addition, the cleavage assay was also an indirect method of confirming the functional inhibitory activity of SA3N.
Figure 11 Cleavage profile of granzyme B-mediated fibronectin fragments. Wells were coated with fibronectin and incubated with granzyme B in the presence or absence of serpina3n. Supernatants were subsequently collected and cleavage fragments were assessed by western blot. In all lanes, the full-length fibronectin was observed and denoted by #. In lanes 3 and 4, granzyme B-mediated fibronectin fragments were observed and the resulting cleavage fragments were denoted by ##. Inhibition of mouse granzyme B with serpina3n resulted in fewer fragments as seen in lanes 7 and 8. The presence of serpina3n was denoted by ^^ in lanes 5, 6, 7, and 8.
4.6 Granzyme B promotes detachment of mouse embryonic fibroblasts

The presence of viable and mature fibroblasts in granulation tissue is crucial for proper wound healing as they synthesize much of the collagen and elastic fibers, as well as ECM proteins, to provide the structural and functional framework of the connective tissue in the dermis. Since GzmB is capable of cleaving ECM substrates that are important in cell attachment, ECM integrity and deposition, we investigated the effect of GzmB on the viability of fibroblasts in vitro. Upon exogenous GzmB treatment, fibroblasts appeared detached over the 7 hours time period as compared to control cells, which appeared well attached (Figure 12A). The effect of GzmB was abrogated via co-treatment with SA3N, with the attachment of cells comparable to those in the control group (Figure 12A). In addition to the qualitative assessment, we also quantified the relative percentage of adherent cells remaining after GzmB treatment by using a MTS viability assay. Treatment of GzmB led to a dose dependent decrease in adherent fibroblasts, whereas co-incubation with SA3N protected against cell detachment-mediated cell death (Figure 12B).
Figure 12 Granzyme B promotes detachment of mouse embryonic fibroblasts. (A) Representative images of mouse embryonic fibroblasts when treated with 50 and 100 nM granzyme B in the absence or presence of 100 nM serpina3n. In control and granzyme B with serpina3n wells, fibroblasts were well attached. In granzyme B only wells, fibroblasts appeared detached. (B) Granzyme B reduced adherence of mouse embryonic fibroblasts in a dose-dependent manner and co-treatment with serpina3n reversed the effect. [Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation. P-values were calculated using one-way ANOVA Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. ** denotes p < 0.01 and *** denotes p < 0.001.]
4.7 Serpina3n accelerates diabetic wound closure

To investigate whether SA3N accelerates wound closure, digital images of wounds were captured every 3 days during dressing changes at a fixed distance and angle for planimetry measurements. SA3N significantly accelerated wound closure compared to saline vehicle control over the 35 days healing period (Figure 13A and B). In all the animals, wound sizes initially expanded (Figure 13B). The difference in wound closure between the two treatment groups was significantly different by day 12 as the SA3N-treated wounds began to reveal provisional matrix formation on top and surrounding the original wounds as they closed (Figure 13A). By day 18, the percentage of the open wound size was significantly reduced in SA3N-treated animals, with the mean percentage of the open wound size of saline-treated animals being 53.7 \pm 28.7\% and that of SA3N-treated animals being 16.4 \pm 6.1\% (Figure 13A and B). Furthermore, by day 35, the wounds from both treatment groups had largely healed as the mean percentage of the open wound size of saline-treated wounds was 16.3 \pm 18.0 \% and that of SA3N-treated wounds was 0 \pm 0 \% (Figure 13A and B). In addition, the healing rate of SA3N-treated diabetic animals was intermediate to that of non-diabetic animals and saline-treated diabetic animals as shown in Figure 13B. Prior to surgery, the weights and fasting blood glucose levels were similar in the mice between the two treatment groups (37.5 \pm 4.1 g versus 37.2 \pm 3.3 g and 345.2 \pm 115.9 mg/dL versus 404.5 \pm 98.24 mg/dL; Figure 13C and D).
Figure 13 Serpina3n accelerates diabetic wound closure. (A) Representative digital images of non-diabetic and diabetic mice wounds captured over 35 days wound healing period. (B) Comparison of the percentages of the open wound size over 35 days healing period between saline- (n = 17), serpina3n-treated diabetic mice (n = 14) and non-diabetic mice (n = 4), showing that serpina3n-treated wounds healed significantly faster than saline-treated wounds and that the healing rate was similar to that of non-diabetic wounds. On the day of surgery, (C) there were no significant differences in body weights and (D) fasting blood glucose levels between the two groups. [Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation. P-values were calculated using unpaired Student t-test. * denotes p < 0.05, *** denotes p < 0.001 and **** denotes p < 0.0001 between saline- and SA3N-treated wounds.]
4.8 Serpina3n increases reepithelialization, contraction and granulation tissue formation in diabetic wounds

During the granulation tissue formation phase of wound healing, reepithelialization and contraction occur to close the wound. More specifically, keratinocytes at the wound edges migrate and hyperproliferate (leading to an increase in epithelial thickness that is eventually resolved) along the epithelial tongue, and fibroblasts differentiate into myofibroblasts in the newly formed granulation tissue to stimulate contraction of the wound. Bisected wound tissues harvested from all animals at days 12, 18 and 35 were sectioned and stained with H&E for histological analyses.

The distances between the leading edges of the epithelial margins (mean distance of saline-treated animals was $7964.1 \pm 603.0 \, \mu m$ and that of SA3N-treated animals was $4196.0 \pm 1017.8 \, \mu m$) and the PC muscle layers (mean distance of saline-treated animals was $10151.1 \pm 1161.4 \, \mu m$ and that of SA3N-treated animals was $7421.9 \pm 875.5 \, \mu m$) were both significantly shorter in the SA3N-treated animals by day 18 (Figure 14A and B). As such, it can be indirectly interpreted that the rate of reepithelialization was faster than the rate of contraction, which makes the use of Tegaderm® in this model more clinically relevant to human skin. At day 35, there was no difference in the distance of epithelial margins between the two groups; the mean distance of saline-treated animals was $2224.752 \pm 3255.771 \, \mu m$ and that of SA3N-treated animals was $0 \pm 0 \, \mu m$ (Figure 14B). However, the distance between PC muscle layers was still significantly shorter in the SA3N-treated animals; the mean distance of saline-treated animals was $8406.2 \pm 1555.7 \, \mu m$ and that of SA3N-treated animals was $5804.2 \pm 607.6 \, \mu m$ (Figure 14B). In both treatment groups, there was a time-dependent decrease of epithelial and PC margins over the 35 days healing period (Figure 14B).
In addition, by day 18, the epithelial thicknesses (mean thickness of saline-treated animals was 59.3 ± 14.7 µm and that of SA3N-treated animals was 89.0 ± 14.4 µm), granulation tissue thicknesses (mean thickness of saline-treated animals was 253.3 ± 57.3 µm and that of SA3N-treated animals was 672.6 ± 171.2 µm) and granulation tissue areas (mean area of saline-treated animals was 0.20 ± 0.02 mm² and that of SA3N-treated animals was 2.4 ± 0.9 mm²) of SA3N-treated wounds was significantly greater than in saline-treated wounds (Figure 14C and D). We found that by day 35, the differences in epithelial and granulation tissue thicknesses, and granulation tissue areas between the saline- and SA3N-treated wounds were not significant (Figure 14D). Specifically, at day 35, the mean epithelial thickness of saline-treated animals was 51.7 ± 26.7 µm and that of SA3N-treated animals was 40.5 ± 8.0 µm, the mean granulation tissue thickness of saline-treated animals was 238.7 ± 112.4 µm and that of SA3N-treated animals was 299.5 ± 95.6 µm and the mean granulation tissue area of saline-treated animals was 0.63 ± 0.33 mm² and that of SA3N-treated animals was 0.96 ± 0.25 mm² (Figure 14D). Between days 12, 18 and 35, the values of epithelial and granulation tissue thicknesses, and granulation tissue areas, peaked at day 18 in the SA3N-treated wounds, whereas all three values were similar in the saline-treated wounds (Figure 14D).
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Figure 14 Serpina3n increases wound reepithelialization, contraction and granulation tissue formation in diabetic wounds. (A) Representative histological images of skin sections from day 18 wounds treated with saline and serpina3n. Downward arrows and red solid lines denoted ends of epithelial tongue. Upward arrows and red dotted lines denoted ends of panniculus carnosus layer. (B) The distances between the ends of the epidermis and/or the panniculus carnosus were significantly less in serpina3n-treated wounds at days 18 and 35. (C) Representative histological images of skin sections from day 18 wounds treated with saline and serpina3n. Black area represented granulation tissue, downward arrows represented epithelial thickness and double arrows represented granulation tissue thickness. (D) Increases in both epithelial and/or granulation tissue thicknesses, and overall granulation tissue areas, were observed in serpina3n-treated wounds at days 12 and 18. [E denotes epidermis, D denotes dermis, H denotes hypodermis, PC denotes panniculus carnosus and GT denotes granulation tissue. Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation. P-values were calculated using unpaired Student t-test. * denotes p < 0.05, ** denotes p < 0.01, *** denotes p < 0.001 and **** denotes p < 0.0001. Black scale bars = 2mm. Dotted scale bars = 300µm.]
4.9  Serpina3n promotes granulation tissue maturation and collagen deposition in the granulation tissues of diabetic wounds

The formation and maturation of granulation tissue is a highly active process. There are many different cell types and ECM proteins in the granulation tissue and their presence ensure that the newly deposited ECM is functional for wounds to resolve. The maturation of the granulation tissue can consequently affect collagen deposition during tissue remodeling in order to restore tensile strength of the wounded skin.

Using immunohistochemistry, skin sections from the middle of wounds were stained for Ki67, CD31, vimentin and α-SMA (Figure 15A). They are common markers for cellular proliferation, vasculature, mesenchymal cells and contractile myofibroblasts respectively. At day 18, the granulation tissues of SA3N-treated wounds exhibited significantly greater expression of Ki67 (the number of positive cells per area in saline-treated animals was 14.4 ± 4.9 cells and the number in SA3N-treated animals was 67.8 ± 34.2 cells), CD31 (percentage of positive staining per area in saline-treated animals was 0.3 ± 0.1% and percentage in SA3N-treated animals was 1.4 ± 0.5%) and α-SMA (percentage of positive staining per area in saline-treated animals was 2.1 ± 2.8% and percentage in SA3N-treated animals was 14.4 ± 2.7%) as shown by Figure 15B to D. There was no notable difference in the relative expression of vimentin (percentage of positive staining per area in saline-treated animals was 3.8 ± 1.6% and percentage in SA3N-treated animals was 5.3 ± 2.3%) when comparing the saline- and SA3N-treated wounds (Figure 15E). This was an indication of, overall, more mature granulation tissues by day 18 in the SA3N-treated wounds when the provisional matrices had largely formed.
Furthermore, we examined the wounded tissues at day 35 and noted that there was no difference in the immunohistochemical staining of Ki67, CD31, vimentin and α-SMA, which indicates that the proliferative activity and the number of blood vessels, mesenchymal cells and contractile myofibroblasts were similar between the saline- and SA3N-treated wounds by then. Specifically, the number of Ki67 positive cells per area in saline- and SA3N-treated animals was, respectively, 15.0 ± 18.0 cells and 19.3 ± 11.6 cell, and the percentage of CD31 positive staining per area in saline- and SA3N-treated animals was respectively, 3.0 ± 1.9 % and 1.8 ± 1.2% (Figure 15B and C). The percentage of vimentin positive staining per area in saline- and SA3N-treated animals was respectively, 2.6 ± 2.4% and 4.4 ± 3.4%, and the percentage of α-SMA positive staining per area in saline- and SA3N-treated animals was respectively, 0.42 ± 0.83% and 0.62 ± 0.62% (Figure 15D and E).

In the SA3N-treated wounds, we observed that the number of Ki67 positive cells, and the percentages of CD31 and α-SMA positive staining per area, peaked at day 18 and the values all gradually decreased by day 35 (Figure 15B to D). This trend is similar to that observed in wounded non-diabetic animals whereby we detected peaked values at day 12 and notably decreased values by day 31 (Figure 16A to C). In contrast, the saline-treated wounds did not exhibit the same trend as the values were similar across the three time points for the number of Ki67 positive cells, and the percentages of vimentin and α-SMA positive staining per area (Figure 15B to D).

As previously noted, fibroblasts and myofibroblasts are important in synthesizing collagen. Using Masson’s trichrome staining for collagen, the SA3N-treated wounds had greater green-blue positive staining for collagen in comparison to saline-treated wounds on days 18 and
The percentage of collagen per area in saline-treated animals was respectively, $7.4 \pm 2.0\%$ and $25.0 \pm 22.6\%$, and percentage in SA3N-treated animals was respectively, $24.8 \pm 7.0\%$ and $55.4 \pm 18.0\%$ (Figure 15F). In all the wounded diabetic and non-diabetic tissues, we observed that collagen content was highest at the latest time points, either day 35 or 31 (Figure 15F and 16E). We also specifically examined the levels of fibrillar collagen in the remodeling wounded tissues (at day 35) by using picrosirius red staining and found that the percentage of fibrillar collagen per area in saline- and SA3N-treated wounds was $6.7 \pm 8.3\%$ and $6.3 \pm 4.6\%$ (Figure 15G). The analyses of picrosirius red staining revealed that there was no difference in the percentage of fibrillar collagen per area between saline- and SA3N-treated diabetic wounds and that this value was also similar in non-diabetic wounds as the percentage of fibrillar collagen per area was $10.1 \pm 5.5\%$ at day 31 (Figure 15G).
A) Day18 wounds
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Figure 15 Serpina3n promotes granulation tissue maturation and collagen deposition in the granulation tissues of diabetic wounds. (A) The first 4 panels represented immunohistochemical staining of skin sections for Ki67 (a marker of proliferation cells), CD31 (a marker of vasculature), vimentin (a marker of mesenchymal cells) and α-smooth muscle actin (a marker of contractile myofibroblasts), where positive staining was coloured brown. The last row of panels represented Masson’s trichrome staining of skin sections where keratin and muscle fibers appeared red and collagen appeared blue-green. Greater number and positive staining of (B) proliferating cells, (C) blood vessels and (D) myofibroblasts with contracting capability were observed in wounds treated with serpina3n at day 18. (E) There was no difference in levels of vimentin between the saline- and serpina3n-treated groups at all 3 time points. (F) Analyses of Masson’s trichrome staining (left) revealed that there was increased percentage of collagen in SA3N-treated wounds at both days 18 and 35 when compared to saline-treated wounds. (G) Analyses of picrosirius red staining (right) revealed that there was no difference in percentage of fibrillar collagen between the two treatments at day 35 as well as when compared to wounded non-diabetic wounds at day 31. *E denotes epidermis and GT denotes granulation tissue. Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation. P-values were calculated using unpaired Student t-test. * denotes p < 0.05, ** denotes p < 0.01 and *** denotes p < 0.001. Black scale bars = 50µm.
Figure 16 Immunohistochemical and staining profiles of granulation tissues in non-diabetic wounds. (A) The number of Ki67 positive cells, and (B) the percentages of CD31 and (C) alpha-smooth muscle actin positive staining per area were highest at day 12 and decreased by days 16 and 31. (D) The percentage of vimentin positive staining per area was highest at day 16. (E) The percentage of collagen positive staining per area was highest at day 31. [Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation.]
4.10 Serpina3n inhibits the degradation of fibronectin in diabetic wounds

In the previous section, we showed that SA3N inhibited GzmB-mediated cleavage of FN \textit{in vitro}. To examine FN content and possibly FN fragmentation \textit{in vivo}, we homogenized wound tissues from saline- and SA3N-treated wounds, and subsequently, probed for FN by western immunoblotting. There was no difference in full-length FN content between the two treatment groups on day 12 (Figure 17). However, the SA3N-treated wounds were found to have significantly more full-length FN after normalizing to GAPDH when compared to saline-treated wounds at day 18 (a 44% increase in relative FN level), thereby indicating that SA3N protected the degradation of FN (Figure 17).

\begin{center}
\textbf{Figure 17 Serpina3n inhibits the degradation of fibronectin in diabetic wounds. (A)} Representative western blot probing for fibronectin in skin homogenates collected from wounds treated with saline and serpina3n. The top band is full-length fibronectin and the bottom is loading control, GAPDH. (B) The full-length fibronectin content was significantly greater in homogenates of serpina3n-treated wounds, indicating less cleavage when normalized to GADPH and analyzed by densitometry. [Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation. \(P\)-values were calculated using unpaired Student t-test. * denotes \(p < 0.05\)]
\end{center}
Chapter 5: Discussion

The main purpose of this thesis was to determine whether GzmB contributes to the pathogenesis of chronic wound healing in individuals with diabetes. Specifically, we utilized a genetically-induced type II diabetic mouse model of delayed wound healing to mimic the underlying hyperglycemic condition associated with diabetic patients. Instead of a systemic knockout study, we investigated whether local inhibition of extracellular GzmB could accelerate wound healing in this model by using a potent GzmB inhibitor, SA3N.

Firstly, the delayed wound healing phenotype exhibited by the db/db mice that has been widely reported in current literature was confirmed (183,185,186). By day 18, all the wounds in the lean, normoglycemic non-diabetic mice were largely closed, whereas in comparison, the majority of the wounds in the obese, hyperglycemic diabetic mice closed by day 35 instead (Figure 7 and 13). Therefore, the wounds in the non-diabetic mice are considered acute models of wound closure, whereas the wounds in the diabetic mice are a model of chronic closure due to delayed wound healing. Mice are loosely-skinned, which means healing occurs predominantly due to the wound contraction, compared to humans where healing occurs due to both wound contraction and reepithelialization. We therefore employed a transparent Tegaderm® dressing in the procedures to reduce contraction and promote reepithelialization. This was successful, as the closure of epithelial margins was shorter than that of PC margins in all the treated diabetic mice (Figure 14). All of these results supported the usage of db/db mice and Tegaderm® dressing to mimic wound healing in humans.

The interaction between cells and the ECM is essential in creating a microenvironment that promotes normal acute wound healing (14). Abnormal levels of proteases can disrupt ECM integrity and disturb this microenvironment, leading to the development of chronic wounds. We
demonstrated that in comparison to non-diabetic wounds, diabetic wounds exhibited higher GzmB expression in mice (Figure 8). There have been various studies showing elevated levels and increased proteolytic activity of MMPs in human chronic wound fluid (37-44). In addition to MMPs, groups also reported elevated activity of plasmin, neutrophil elastase and cathepsin G in human chronic wound fluid, all of which are part of the same serine protease family as GzmB (42-44). It is therefore possible that GzmB also exhibits elevated activity in chronic human wounds, in addition to the chronic mouse wounds identified in this thesis. So far, there have been no reports of the quantification of GzmB in human samples. Our group is currently collecting diabetic wound fluid samples from patients to assess the levels and proteolytic activity of GzmB and to further support our experimental results with clinical evidence.

In support of my hypothesis, we demonstrated that wound healing, including both reepithelialization and contraction, was significantly accelerated in diabetic mice treated with SA3N, a GzmB inhibitor. Furthermore, we noted that SA3N-treated wounds healed significantly faster than saline-treated wounds beginning at day 12 and until day 33 (Figure 13 and 14). Based on the wound pictures captured, this was around the period when the initial hemostasis and inflammation phases had subdued as the wounds appeared less red, and the granulation tissue formation phase had begun with the formation of the white-coloured provisional matrix as observed in the SA3N-treated wounds (Figure 13). As such, we further examined how SA3N may be accelerating wound healing by harvesting skin tissues at three time points, days 12, 18 and 35, in an attempt to capture the latter two phases of wound healing.

During granulation tissue formation, non-contractile fibroblasts secrete ECM proteins, PGs and collagen. As wound healing progresses, these fibroblasts differentiate into contractile myofibroblasts that enable contraction. In earlier experiments of this thesis, we observed a
reduction in fibroblast attachment in cultured mouse fibroblasts treated with GzmB in vitro. Conversely, cultured mouse fibroblasts that were treated with both GzmB and SA3N were well-attached (Figure 12). Of relevance, we confirmed that FN was cleaved by GzmB and that this cleavage was inhibited when GzmB was incubated together with SA3N (Figure 11). In support of our in vitro findings, homogenized tissues from the SA3N-treated wounds exhibited a greater level of full-length FN when compared to saline-treated wounds (Figure 17). The observations associated with impaired fibroblasts and that FN fragmentation could be contributing to functional defects in fibroblasts are supported by studies reported in the literature (171,188,190). In particular, Stanley et al. noted that attachment efficiency and migration of primary human gingival fibroblasts and human fibrosarcoma cells decreased when coated on a matrix containing fragmented FN (188). They also observed that cells seeded on fragmented FN exhibited less filopodia spreading and formed more clusters than cells plated on full-length intact FN (188). Grinnell et al. also reported similar findings where they observed baby hamster kidney fibroblasts rounding up when the cells were treated with chronic wound fluid containing fragmented FN and vitronectin (190). In addition, Buzza et al. have also shown that GzmB is responsible for cell detachment and the reduced spreading and migration of many different cell lines, including primary human vascular endothelial and human breast adenocarcinoma cells (171). Therefore, when considering the results from the studies altogether, it is highly possible that FN fragmentation impairs the abilities of fibroblasts to properly attach and to mature. This is expected as FN is a scaffolding protein and the attachment of fibroblasts to FN is mostly mediated through integrins, including α4β1, α5β1 and fibrinogen (192). In addition, phosphorylation of focal adhesion kinase and activation of mitogen-activated kinase have been shown to induce adhesion in fibroblasts isolated from Balb/c mice as well as cultured rat embryonic fibroblasts (193,194).
Based on these previous studies done by others and from the results, it is possible that GzmB-mediated FN cleavage may impair fibroblasts and thus be contributing to the delayed wound closure in saline-treated wounds. However, we were unable to do an exact correlation study as the site of FN cleavage by GzmB is still currently unknown. Although the RGD integrin site on FN has been suggested as the possible cleavage site, it would still be useful to determine the exact cleavage site so that recombinant FN fragments can be synthesized. This would prompt further investigations into determining if, and which, GzmB-mediated FN fragments are responsible for defects in fibroblasts and pathophysiological implications in chronic wounds. Interestingly, FN fragmentation is also a hallmark of chronic wound fluid with fragment sizes ranging from 20 to 202 kDa as reported by previous studies (42,44,45,188-191). Rao et al.’s group incubated FN with serine, cysteine or acid protease inhibitors to chronic wound fluid samples which contained elevated levels of native proteases. They attributed serine proteases to be the main contributor of FN fragmentation in chronic wound fluid samples, but the specific serine protease has yet to be determined (189). Therefore, it is possible that GzmB may also be contributing to FN fragmentation.

We found that by day 18, there were more granulation tissues formed in SA3N-treated wounds and that these were also more active as suggested by increased cellular proliferation and blood vessel formation (Figure 14 and Figure 15). The increase in Ki67 expression highlighted the proliferative state of the granulation tissues. The granulation tissues should be highly proliferative and decreased proliferative capacity have been found in fibroblasts isolated from human chronic wound samples, indicating that many of the fibroblasts are in a senescent state even though Ki67 staining does not specifically stained for proliferation of fibroblasts (51-54). The increase in CD31 expression should also promote wound healing as angiogenesis provides oxygen and nutrients to
support proliferating cells. Previous studies have shown that GzmB-mediated FN cleavage contributes to impaired angiogenesis and vascular permeability through the disruption of the interaction between FN and endothelial cells, which leads to the release of VEGF (172,175). As such, inhibition of GzmB activity can be expected to promote vascularization in chronic wounds and augment healing.

We observed that the granulation tissues of SA3N-treated wounds featured elevated levels of contractile myofibroblasts and increased collagen deposition when compared to saline-treated wounds on days 12 and 18 (Figure 15). This was expected as the differentiation of fibroblasts to myofibroblasts and contraction is largely dependent on three factors: TGFβ-1, the ED-A domain of FN and mechanical tension (28,30). Typically, cellular FN is synthesized without an ED-A domain (34). However, during wound healing, endothelial cells and fibroblasts synthesize a splice variant of the cellular FN containing an extra ED-A domain (195). In order for proper differentiation of fibroblasts to occur, TGFβ-1 interacts with the ED-A domain of FN to trigger downstream signaling and induction to a myofibroblast-like phenotype by increasing expression of α-SMA (36,195). The increase in α-SMA expression supported the observation that wound closure was accelerated in SA3N-treated mice as wound contraction is one of the two means by which wound closes and myofibroblasts expressing α-SMA are largely responsible (Figure 13). In addition, it is possible that GzmB cleavage of FN may disrupt the interaction between TGFβ-1 and the ED-A domain, thus leading to the decreased contractile ability of myofibroblasts and collagen deposition that were observed in the granulation tissues of saline-treated wounds since saline-treated wounds also feature increased FN degradation (Figure 17).
The formation, maturation and deposition of the ECM in the granulation tissue ensure that there is proper functional tissue restoration during the subsequent remodeling phase as differentiation of fibroblasts to myofibroblasts is critical for wound contraction and for the production of collagen fibers. By day 35, the number of proliferating cells, blood vessels, mesenchymal cells and contractile myofibroblasts had decreased from day 18 in the SA3N-treated wounds and that there was no difference between the saline- and SA3N-treated wounds (Figure 17). This was expected as by the time the wound closed, granulation tissues had largely been formed and that collagen deposition was taking place to remodel the tissues, therefore requiring very minimal cells and blood vessels. The trend associated with changes in the granulation tissues was also observed in the non-diabetic wounds (Figure 15 and 16). However, the majority of the values peaked at day 12, a time point that was earlier than the SA3N-treated wounds, which peaked at day 18 (Figure 15 and 16). This was expected since the healing rate of the non-diabetic wounds were faster than the SA3N-treated wounds (Figure 14). A similar trend was not observed with the granulation tissues of the saline-treated wounds. This is probably because we did not collect the skin tissues at the appropriate time in the saline-treated wounds. As healing rate was slower in the saline-treated wounds but eventually caught up by day 35, we suspected that a trend in the saline-treated wounds may be established if I harvest tissues sometime between days 18 and 35. Vimentin is the major component of intermediate filaments and is expressed abundantly by cells of mesenchymal origin (196). Specifically, in the skin, cells of mesenchymal origin include fibroblasts and endothelial cells (196). As both fibroblasts and endothelial cells are important in orchestrating the granulation tissue formation phase, a surge in the levels of vimentin was expected. However, we found that the levels of vimentin were similar across all three time points for diabetic and non-diabetic wounds (Figure 15). This may be due to the fact that not all
fibroblasts are of mesenchymal origin and therefore, some may not express vimentin (25). It is possible that not all the fibroblasts that are in the granulation tissues was detected and additional fibroblast markers may need to be used since there is no single reliable fibroblast immunohistochemical marker.

The tissues collected at the last time point enabled the detection of collagen fibers in the remodeling tissues. When we examined collagen deposition by analysis of Masson’s trichrome staining, there was a time-dependent increase in collagen in both treatment groups (Figure 15). This was expected as granulation tissue formation in the wounds eventually resolves and proceeds to collagen production during the final phase of tissue remodeling. We found that collagen content in SA3N-treated wounds was greater than in saline-treated wounds at day 35 (Figure 15). Conversely, analysis of picrosirius red staining revealed that the collagen content in SA3N-treated wounds was similar to the content in saline-treated wounds and also comparable to the content in wounded non-diabetic wounds (Figure 15 and 16). With Masson’s trichrome staining, all types of collagen fibers appeared a blue-green colour that is considered positive in the analysis. In contrast, picrosirius red staining was more specific in its detections as only fibrillar collagen appeared the reddish color under polarized light that is considered positive in the analysis (197). Therefore, our results suggested that there was no difference between the fibrillar collagen that is in the remodeling diabetic tissues of saline- and SA3N-treated wounds but by day 35, the SA3N-treated wounds had greater amount of collagen. This may be of benefit as more collagen can subsequently contribute to an increase in tensile strength of the remodeled tissues. This is important as many chronic wounds are fragile and do not heal properly due to repeated tearing so treatment that allows for healing with greater tensile strength would be clinically relevant. However, collagen analysis using multi-photon microscopy and long-term studies need to be
conducted to determine whether the increase in collagen in SA3N-treated wounds would eventually resolve as continuous presence of excessive collagen in tissues can lead to fibrosis, and thus lead to impaired skin function.

In this thesis, we observed that GzmB expression was prominent in wound edges, granulation tissue and remodeling tissues during the latter phases of wound healing when the diabetic wounds have largely been reepithelialized (Figure 8). This coincidentally correlated with our other observation that full-length FN content differed in saline- and SA3N-treated wounds at day 18 but not day 12, supporting the proposed time line and the possibility that SA3N inhibition of GzmB activity prevented the degradation of FN in the latter stages (Figure 16). Furthermore, GzmB’s cleavage of decorin has been implicated in mouse models of skin aging and AAA (139,161). As decorin is important in collagen fibrillogenesis and organization, both of which are most critical during granulation tissue formation and tissue remodeling, this is another line of evidence suggesting why GzmB expression may be highest then.

5.1 Limitations

Likewise with all animal models, there are some obvious shortfalls when drawing comparisons to humans. First of all, the manifestations of chronic wounds in mice and humans are different. In mice, all wounds eventually heal and chronic wounds are merely wounds that exhibit delayed healing as shown even though saline-treated wounds showed slower healing than SA3N-treated wounds, the former eventually caught up, and by day 35, wounds from both treatment groups were healed (Figure 13). In contrast, in humans, chronic wounds often do not heal and in turn become infected, which can result in amputations. However, the usage of db/db mice as a model of delayed wound healing is still extremely useful as the goal of human wound therapy is to
promote and accelerate wound healing such that an acute wound does not become a chronic wound.

In addition, it should be noted that the most common location for the development of diabetic skin ulcers in humans is the foot due to continuous pressure on the ulcerated sites. Since one of the treatments for diabetic ulcers is mechanical relief to offload foot pressure, our model mimics such an environment as wounds were created on the mid-lower backs of the mice where there is no obvious pressure pressing against the wounds.

Another caveat is that the db/db homozygous mice contain a spontaneous mutation in the leptin receptor which consequently leads to a complete loss of function. However, binding of leptin to the leptin receptor in the hypothalamus has been shown to be involved in the modulation of wound repair through promoting reepithelialization (198). As such, there may be some implications when the leptin receptor is impaired (199).

Finally, the db/db mice are a monogenic model of type II diabetes whereas type II diabetic patients confer a more polygenic profile. Even though some polygenic diabetic mice strains, including the TallyHo and NONcNZO10, have been developed recently, their usages still remain limited as they have, largely, not been fully characterized yet (200-202). It would be valuable if similar positive results can be demonstrated with the use of another type II diabetic mouse model, such as the ob/ob diabetic mice, as well as other type I diabetic mouse models that also exhibit delayed wound healing, such as the streptozotocin-induced diabetic mice (203,204).

5.2 Future studies

The focus of this thesis was to investigate the effect of inhibiting GzmB cleavage of ECM proteins in wound healing. However, we observed that GzmB colocalized with mast cells in this
model and that there were immune cells, notably macrophages, and CD3+ lymphocytes present in the diabetic wounds (Figure 9). As inflammation is an integral aspect of wound healing, it would be of significance to examine the role of extracellular GzmB in modulating the immune system, especially since the intracellular role of GzmB is closely related to CTLs and NK cells.

In addition, there have been no studies so far which have studied the effect of SA3N on GzmB-mediated apoptosis \textit{in vivo}. Apoptosis is also an integral part of wound healing and has been shown to aid in the removal of cells, including inflammatory cells, fibroblasts and myofibroblasts, so that the phases of wound healing can proceed in an orderly manner (31,205). Since intracellular GzmB is involved in many apoptotic pathways, it is possible that inhibition by SA3N would also contribute to wound healing. In addition, apoptosis may be a reason why the cellular profile of remodeling tissues at day 35 decreased in comparison to granulation tissues at day 18, since apoptosis of myofibroblasts should be highly regulated to prevent excessive scar growth.

5.3 Therapeutic strategies

Of relevance, it is worthwhile to note that SA3N is a broad spectrum serine protease inhibitor. Although SA3N is a GzmB inhibitor, as shown in Figure 10 and 11, it can also inhibit chymotrypsin, neutrophil elastase and cathepsin G (154,161,162). However, as SA3N had previously been utilized in an animal model of AAA where the rupture rates and ECM remodeling was similar to that from a GzmB knockout study, it is highly plausible that SA3N’s effect on GzmB is much more potent than on these other serine proteases (141,161). In addition, the human \( \alpha1 \)-antichymotrypsin, which is an orthologue of SA3N, does not inhibit GzmB. Therefore, when a
small molecule-specific GzmB inhibitor becomes available, it would be beneficial to use that to repeat some experiments from this thesis.

In this thesis, we administered SA3N every 3 days with the first administration being immediately after wounding. We observed a significant difference between the saline- and SA3N-treated wounds when the provisional matrix was forming at day 12 (Figure 13). It would be interesting to determine whether it is necessary to administer SA3N this early on and establish a time line by which inhibition of GzmB may be the most significant. This would further contribute to the therapeutic value of potential GzmB inhibitors.
Chapter 6: Conclusion

As current treatment strategies remain grossly inadequate, diabetic skin ulcers are a major public health problem and are the leading cause of lower limb amputations associated with diabetic patients. In diabetic patients, the normal continuum of wound healing is disrupted, and wounds enter a chronic, non-healing state characterized by persistent inflammation, enhanced proteolytic activity and impaired ECM deposition.

Even though MMPs were once believed to be the major culprits in impaired wound healing, it is now recognized that they are essential for normal wound healing. As it becomes difficult to appropriately tether the levels of MMPs in chronic wounds to maximize their beneficial effect in modulating the immune system while minimizing their detrimental effect in degrading growth factors, I proposed that inhibition of GzmB may be more effective at promoting acute wound healing.

GzmB has traditionally been studied as a serine protease that is released from CTLs and NK cells and induces apoptotic cell death intracellularly. However, many lines of evidence now suggest that GzmB can accumulate in the extracellular milieu and is capable of cleaving many ECM proteins that are important in wound healing.

In this thesis, using a genetically-induced type II diabetic model of delayed wound healing, elevated levels of GzmB were expressed throughout wound edges and newly-formed granulation tissues. We also observed that the majority of GzmB colocalized with mast cells. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the inhibition of GzmB by a serine protease inhibitor, SA3N, can accelerate wound healing by promoting maturation of granulation tissue, inhibition of GzmB-mediated FN cleavage and stimulation of collagen deposition in remodeling tissues. The results, as summarized in Figure 18, suggest that GzmB might be contributing to the pathogenesis of diabetic wound
healing, and offer preliminary evidence that a GzmB inhibitor may be a relevant therapeutic target in wound management therapy.

Figure 18 Possible mechanism by which serpina3n accelerates wound healing. We proposed that in chronic wounds, excessive granzyme B is secreted by mast cells and disrupts the integrity of the extracellular matrix. Specifically, granzyme B can alter fibroblast attachment and degrade fibronectin, leading to the development of chronic wounds due to impaired granulation tissue formation. In this thesis, we demonstrated that serpina3n’s inhibition of granzyme B preserves the integrity of the extracellular matrix and enables maturation of granulation tissues and collagen deposition, thus preventing acute wounds from developing into chronic wounds.
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